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that other explosions
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STIFF JAIL SENTENCE
FOR CAR STRIKE RIOTER

DYNAMITE

Winnipeg,

Man.,

Dec.

lf

OIL COMPANY

PROMOTER
SURRENDERS AFTER RAID

Two Men Dead, Four Missing
Los Angeles, Cal., Doc. 28. John
and Half Hundred Injured By Montgomery, Jr., of Columbus, O.,
Accidental Explosion in Tun- surrendered himself to the federal au-

thorities today on a charge of using
the malls to defraud. This is the fifth
arrest made s a result of the raiding of the offices of the Cleveland
Oil company In this city last week.
VICTIMS BURIED IN
Montgomery was on his. way east at
HUGE SLAG PILE the time of the raid and when he
heard there was a complaint against
him he gave himself up. He furnished $5,000 bail to appear for exHomes of Workmen Wrecked amination
with others next Friday.
nel

at Smelter,

and Many Women and

Child-

ren Are Hurt By Flying Fragments; Rescuers at Work,
(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 28. Two men

PREPARED FOR

hla-M-

COTTON

IN GROWING

Washington, Dec. 28. Experiments
cotton growing In Tamaullpiis.
Méx., have resulted bo satisfactorily
that planters are enthusiastic over
the prospects of cotton becoming one
of the most profitable crops of the
state, according to United ftatos Consul Clarence A. Miller at Ta m pico.
Near Columbus, Tamaullpas, cot- con was grown this season tor me
ftrrt time. Special seed was imported
from Georgia. The yield was one balo
per acre, and In some cases more. No
trouble was experienced with the boll
weevil but some dumugo was done
by the army worm.
In
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URGE TARIFF
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SESSION

MEXICANS SUCCEED

silver-tongue-

STATEHOOD

6U

lino.

HOSPITAL BEDS

WOUNDED

des-I'er.'-

Whether New Mexico is to become a state or remain a territory is the bare issue now up
the conto her people. They will settle their own political fate at the polls January 21.
stay
out
indefinitely.
we
rejected,
if
it
is
stitution is ratified, we go in;
To arouse the people to the importance of the approaching crisis is the object of the
non- - partisan statehood campaign which will open with a bang at the Elks' Theater tonight.
Governor William J. Mills, former chief justice of New Mexico, will fire the opening gun.
He will arrive on the limited from Santa Fe this morning at 1 1 o'clock. Following him will
be speeches by Isaac Barth, chairman of the Bernalillo county democratic central commitd
democratic leader; Edward A. Mann,
tee; 0. A. Larrazolo of Las Vegas, the
district attorney and former justice of the supreme court, and several other local speakers.
These men will talk straight from the shoulder. They will put the matter of statehood
squarely up to the people, the plain citizens of New Mexico.
There is to be no politics in this meeting. The question is not a political one; it is one of
plain business.
Turn out tonight and be in your seat in the Elks' Theater promptly at 7:30.
The opening gun of the statehood campaign wants to be loud enough to make the peo"
,
r.
ple of New Mexico sit up and take notice.
-.

are known to be dead, four others are
believed to have perished; at least
fifty men, women and children were
Injured, and a number of small houses were wrecked by an explosion of
nearly 4,000 pounds of powder, In a
huge slag pile at the El Paso plant
of the American Smelting and Refining company today.
The dead and
missing are Mexicans.
Three tunnels had been bored in
RUMOR OF BATTLE WITH
the slag pile by the El Paso & Southwestern railroad, for the purpose of
REBELS NEAR CHIHUAHUA
removing the slag for road ballast. A
on
powder
premature explosion of
one of the tunnele. where a gang was
at work, .buried four men.' Foreman Reinforcements Reach General
John Sikes, who was standing near
Navarro and Mexican Govthe mouth of the tunnel, was blown
twenty feet away, and suffered a
Believes It Is at Last
ernment
broken collarbone and other painful
Ready to Crush Uprising,
injuries.
The shock of the explosion caused
the slag to slip, blocking the entrance
to the other tunnels-- Just how many By Morning Journal Hiieclal Leaned Wlrcl
Chihuahua,' Méx., Dec. 28. The
men were working in these tunnels is
all va rrt'iin hcspltal her ha been ordered,
noi'i'iwwn. but six weio res-liand two dead bodies were recovered. to prepare beds for sixty or more
Three men nre Imprisoned, but alive, patients. This may mean that a batand are pleading with rescuers to tle has been fought or It may be
merely p. preparation for en engage
save them.
The four men buried In the tunnel ment in prospect. Humors have been
occurred are current for three days that there has
where the explosion
probably dead, as they have been en- been a serious fight between the federals and the insurrectos, west of
tombed for over nine hours.
Tonight a steam shovel was placed here, but there has been no confir
to assist in reaching mation. The only official utterance
In commission
is "no news." The only thing certain
those inside the tunnels.
Eusivto Agulllar was still confined is that the hospital ha- been proin the third tunnel of the slag dump vided with the beds ordered.
Two Americans who left Pedronia
where the disastrous explosion of
this morning occurred and there on Sunday night reported that up to
rescue
his
of
seemed little likelihood
that time there had been no fighting
before morning. The man is par- there since the last engagement a
tially buried in slag, but Is able to week ago. Another report had it that
talk to the men trying desperately to the reinforcements used under Colonel
effect his rescue.
Cuellar have formed a Junction today
At 10 o'clock Joaquin Chaparro was with General Navarro without bloodtaken alive from the first tunnel, after shed. Still another report, more gentwelve hours of imprisonment. .Cha- erally credited in view of the hospitparro was prevented from escaping al preparations, is that the Junction
sooner by the dead body of a fellow has been formed but only after Bevero
workman which completely blocked fighting.
finally
The rescuers
the passage.
Word comes from the Ojinaga disreached and fastened a rope to the trict that the revolutionists are growbody and it was dragged forth.
there. The
ing rapidly in strength
The body wat that of Guillerimo rumored purpose is to capture the city
Domínguez, who early tonight was of Chihuahua, while the troops are
reported as one of the three men still engaged to the west.
This report
alive in the workings.
comes from Insurrecto sources.
still
dead,
undoubtedly
Four men,
A special train for the purpose of
remain In the middle tunnel where bringing in wounded was sent from
Is
not
place.
It
the explosion took
here tonight. It is reported officialwill be ly
probable that the bodl-?that the insurrectos have deserted
Thursday.
some
time
reached until
proves true it is
Xf this
Malpaso.
desmen
worked
A large force of
.probable that the wounded are those
resto
night
throughout
the
perately
injured at Pedernales a week ago.
cue the imprisoned men and recover
and
was
slow
work
Ihe bodies. The
RAILKOAI) REPAlUFJtS
laborious and the crumbling slag had
ORDi:UKl TO STOP WORK.
to be dragged from the narrow
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 28. Coming
that
fact
The
hose.
tunnels with
north from Casas Grandes to help
200 cans of powder remained In two make repairs on the southern end of
of the tunnel
lent an element of the El Paso Ne.c Ihwcstcrn railroad,
danger' to the situation which was on which bridges were burned last
heightened by the theory held by week, a wreck train in charge of Walmany that the explosion was caused
ter Carnley, was met by insurrectos
by heat, contained In the slag.
188 miles south of Juarez yesterday
accompanied
No
demonstrations
and ordered to turn back
the rescue of the men and bodies last afternoon
the south and make no attempts
night. By 9 o'clock the crowds had to repairs.
dwindled to those actually engaged in at
The construction train from the
the rescue work and the families of northern
end of the Une has already
the Imprisoned workmen remained
repaired two of the burned bridges
quietly In their homes.
opposition from the insurrecIt Is considered marvelous that the without
loss of life wns no greater, as hun- tos.
dreds of children were playing in the REINFORCEMENTS REACH
dump at the
vicinity of the 1:S
CAMP CE GENERAL NAVARRO.
time.
Mexico City, Méx., Pec. 28. Federal troops under command of General
MAN All VI'
Luepie have formed' a junction with
AT 2:15 THIS MOUXING
General Navarro
Kl Paso. Texas, Va: 29. At 2: IS the forces under
Chihuahua, according
this morning the last man known to near Pedernales,
today by
be alive in the death holes at the to a telegram received here
officials.
government
fcnielter slag dump had not been resThe opinion among officials Is that
cued. The tunnel in which he is con.
any moment
lined Is caving badly and it Is neces- a battle will occur at by tomoriiW
sary to timber every foot of the ex- and they believe that
they will receive
cavation.
The man has been partly night at the latest
engageberied in the slag for fourteen hours, despatches telling of some
'
ment.
but he Is still olive and hopeful. The
The troops now near Pedernales
rescuers are within about ten feet
and 3.0'ifl.
2.S00
'( him and will reach him befeir. day- number between gathered
with the
light unless further
caving takes They have been
at
Ware. Every pound of the slag must purpose of crushing the rebellion
be dragged out with large hoes.
the earliest possible moment. Limne
The soldiers under General
The situation at this hour Is that
scH climbed over hills on the sides of the
tix men have been killed, on
marching
confined alive and a half dozen or Malpaso canyon instead of
thrmiKh the canyon thus averting the
m! have been rescued from
possibilitv of an ambuscade while gosituations.
Navarro.
Tvn
of 200 cans of powder ing t the camp of General
met
Reports t day said the troops
each still remain in the dump.
way to
no slag has been deposited with no opposition on their
here for two vinia, the interior of join General Navarro and also that the
the heap a itill hot and it is possible revolutionists were in the hills and If
ed

ELKS' THEATER TONIGHT?

they did not give battle to the feder
als the latter would force the fighting in the territory occupied by the
Insurrectos.
A government official made the
statement that there had been no
fighting In any section of Chihuahua
for the last five days but admitted
that an engagement was hourly ex

lif Carrier.

attend.
Fifteen subjects will be included
In the curriculum, embracing every,
thing from general fire fighting to
gasoline motor engineering, and first
aid to the Injured.
It will be conducted by a fire rol-leboard, of which Chief Croker
will be president, and the faculty will
be composed of the assistant chiefs,
each of whom Is a specialist In some

The

28.

feature of the street railway strike today was the sentencing of Wasyl
Barron to nine months in jail for
throwing a bottle through a car filled
with passengers.
Judge Daily said
the next man guilty of a similar offense would go to the penitentiary.
The street railway company ran one
hundred cars today, which is one-hathe number usually in service.

AI EL PASO
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eta. ft Month Single Ooplft,
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today by Fire Commissioner Waldo
and which will open next Monday.
It Is suld to be the first institution
and all
of the kind In the world
present members of the department as
well a recruits will be required to

may take place
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have studied the constitution thoroughly in detail and who know whereof they speak.
A big and enthusiastic crowd
at
this meeting will set the ball rolling
for statehood with a momentum which
will bo hard to Impede. Be there and
help give it a push.

I

DEVOID OF

COMMON

i

Impetus Given to Movement By
Conferences at Both White
House and Capitol; Text of
Measure Prepared,
BOARD OF
FIVE MEMBERS PROPOSED

Draft Prepared Embodies Features Proposed By Senators
La Follette and Beverldge and
Confers Wide Powers,
Wire
IHy Morning Jonrnnt Hperlnl
Washington, Dec. 28. Impetus to
the movement fer a permanent tariff
commission wag given today by con-

the White House and the
return of Kepresentatlve
of Ohio, to Washington,
draft of a bill creating a
commission, and by announcement of
LAS VEGAN ADDRESSES
pected.
RIO OLD TOWN MEETING.
Chairman Payne , of the house comThe court house was well filled
VOVH BRIDGES REHI'II.T
mittee on ways and means, .that he
with people, mostly native people,
WITIIOIT MOLESTATION.
legislation before
expected such
from up and down the valley laBt SHARP CRITICISM OF
Superin
, El Paso, Texas, Dec, 28.
March 4.
O, A. Larrazolo who arnight,
when
Mexico
Rutledge
of
the
tendent
AMERICAN PROCEDURE
rived from Lns Vegas on the limited
Following a discussion
with the
Northwestern, returned to Juarez late
yesterday began his address to the
president over various features of tho
tonight from the work of repairing
mass meeting held at that place. Five
the bridges destroyed by insurrectos
lcKialntivo program for this session,
hundred copies of tho constitution Courts Enmeshed in TechnicalFour of
last week below Guzman.
Mr. Payne announced he was sure a
In Spanish, were on hand for
printed
without
bridges
been
rebuilt
have
the
Years and General Re- bill for such a commission, acceptof
ities
they
people
to
and
distribution
the
was
bands
stated that
molestation. It
were eagerly taken, part of Mr.
vision Is Needed to Correct able! to the president, would be put
of insurrectos were seen on adjacent
exhortation being that the
through the senate and house before
hilltops watching the work. No con
people read and act for themselves,
Evils, Says Lawyer,
this session ends.
ference with the leader of the band
made a strong, forceLater, at Mr. Payne's Instance, he
has vet been brought about. A con Indications Are, Opera, House fulMr. Larrazolo
speech,
pointing
convincing
and
hud a conference with Chairman Emstruction gang working from Pear
Morning- Journal Special Im.eel Hire)
(By
practical
for
all
tho
out
benefits
the
to
Doors
been
ery
Will Be Filled to
of the tariff board, regarding the
son north is reported to have
people, which will come from the
St. Louis, Deo. 28. That he pro- personnel and salaries of the proposturned back and the telegraph wires
by
constituConstrucof
this
assured
Advocates
statehood
Hear,
.
comtnli-Blonof
V
ed
cut.
.
cedure In the l'tilti?d States courts
j
tion.
Mr. Kmery contended that the na
In
techtilcnll
Is
Involved
today
the
tion,
Taking up various parts of the
REPORTS OI-- I IGII 1 Mi
ture of tho work nnd the character
document to which objection has been lies of many years, and that a general of the men the commission would need
Ri;CElVKl AT illllCAHI A
made he riddled the objections and revision of the laws of (he count)'
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 28. A special
madej it Impossible to operate advantdemonutrated the fairness of the con- would eliminate many delays and re ageously if positions unci salaries were
to the Times late tonight from Chi BUSINESS MEN URGED TO
stitution toward all classes of people. vermin In civil and criminal cases, was rigidly fixed by congress, his idea behuahua states that it was officially
GATHERING
BIG
ATTEND
"Statehood," however, was the keyannounced there that relief hud
ing that these should be fixed by the
note of his address and he n pealed the contention of Edward J. McDcr commission Itself. He suggested that
reached Navarro's besieged command
mott of Louisville, president of the
strongly to the patriotism and
Reports of fierce fighting were' re
liiilustiiul experts might have to be
of
of his audience, urging Kentucky State llur association, be engaged for varying terms at various
ceived during the day and beds for 0, A. Larrazolo, Speaker
them to accept the golden opportunity fore the American Political Sclent compensations.
(Continued on Page 2, Column 6.)
association this afternoon.
Evening; Governor Mills and and secure
Mr. Payne believes there should be
Mr. McDermott declared that rad
Other Republican Leaders to
leal changes must ba made and cited a legislative check to thq aggregate
expenditures, but Is said to agree as
the laws of Englund as a model.
Speak,
L.
Lehmann, Unite to the necessity of freedom of action
Frederick
States solicitor genemi, agreed with hy the commission as to individual
the Kentucklan, and added that items.
big
give
a
"New Mexico will
Kmbodylng
features of the tariff
pleadings jchould be
common law
mujority, a safe majority for the
abolished In the court of the coun commission bills of Senators Ilever- Ireverybody,
constitution; but
Idge of Indiana, and La Folletle of
try.
respective of party should work
Wisconsin, Introduced at tho last ses
why there
"Some people-wondto make It as near unanimous
not greater respect for the law," said sion of congress, and of Congressmen
as possible," said O. A. Larrazolo
Mr. Lehmann. "The reason is that It Goode of Iowa and Lenroot of Wisof Las Vegas on his arrival In
consin Introduced ut this session, Mr.
does not bear the slightest sembhinc
Longworth who Is a member of the
tho city yesterday. "Everywhere
of common senHe."
tinu
I have been I find the favorable
Governor-elec- t
Woodrow Wilson of ways and means committee
sentiment growing stronger. Kan
New Jersey, In addressing the City drawn a bill which he expects to
Miguel county will give a good
cluh today, said that more publicity Introduce next week. It creates a
round majority, in Torrance It
was needed 'In the affairs of the gov commission of five members and at
17,500 each and not more than three
will be practically unanimous;
ernment.
Guadalupe, which I visited re"There is no better corrective of the of the same political party, with of
cently, will bring In a good, big
morals of a people or a government fices in Washington, but empowered
vote for it. It is a good constiGOTHAM FIRE CHIEF SAYS
PAID TO VOTE DEMOCRAT
than In putting them on exhibition, to meet anywhere.
tuí ion and every marl, IrrespecIt Is given wide powers of cotlec
he said.
"We behave best when we
7
STORIES
THEM
TO
LIMIT
REPUBLICAN AND SPLIT
tive of party, should vote for tho
are watched most. Let us prop up tlon anil collation of facts, with au
constitution and for statehood."
tho government with every buttress thority to make recommendations and
emi
rf that kind. Lot all houses cif gov Instead of making fixed reports Itcone
Astonishing Revelations in Ohio
This and Few Other Changes, ernment be built of glass so that only report on special call of
everything may be heard nnd seen. gress or of tho president. Its mem
He Says, Would Eliminate
Bribery Investigation; One That the people of Albuciucrue and
bers are to appear with data before
in
county
a
and
live
have
Rernalllln
the senate committee on finance r
AnQuarter
More
of
Than
Woman Indicted for Selling telligent
TO
ASCERTAIN
EFFORT
to
in
the constitution
on way .suet
interest
llici house committee
be voted on at tho polls January 21;
means, th, two committees which
Losses,
nual
Her Son's Vote for $5,00.
SANITY
GALLAGHER'S
that they want statehood and believe
have to do Willi tariff legislation.
the organic act framed will asssure
The commission Is authorised to re
by
la
prosperous
.1
indicated
state
confidential data from corporaLily Morning Jnnrnul Special 7.cnad Win
uniré
By Morning Journal Hpecint
Win
New York, Doc. 28. James J Gal
has been evi
any subject, but must never
as
tions
New York, Dec. 28. Edward F. laghcr, who
West Union, O., Deo. 28. Two new the enthusiasm which
shot and seriously disclose tothe source and must espeeverywhere
in regard to the big Croker, chief of the New York fire
dent
wounded Mayor Gay nor, was subject cially safeguard it
features developed In this afternoon's mass meeting to bo held tonight at department, today
from competitivo
told the Merrltt
session of the special grand Jury In 7:30 In the Elks' opera house.
The Joint legislative committee that If his ed to another mental examination to
In Jersey City.
of tho
vestigating wholesale buying of votes meeting Is to be a popular assemblage department were granted by legisla dayGallagher's
An Important provision
trial Is now set for r.ongworlti
com
and the thea- tion, the police powers he wished, lie
In Adams county. One was that of not a political
nulheuiacs
the
bill
3.
Ills counsel has said be mission to Investigate the cost of pro- a woman selling her eons vote anu ter will be filled to the doors with a could cut the fire loss In New York January
will plead Insanity, but if the stale
luctlon of nil articles covered by the
the other concerned a Voter w ho "was representative gathering of business city 25 per cent the first year, and lie finds
him Insane there will be no tariff
men when the meeting is called to or did not know hrtw much the second
bought in three different ways.
with special reference to the
trial. There was no official slate
paid domestic and foreign laprices
yea r.
The woman lives In Peebles. She Is der.
physicians. bor,
Rag shops and refuse In cement rai'tit from the examining
This meeting is to be thoroughly
the prices paid for raw materials
accused of having accepted $5 for her
the
The speakers will In cellars, he said, caused
whether domestic or Import.-dsons' franchise. Hoth mother and son
most city
condition of the domestic aid foreign
stairways and dump ITALIAN RAILWAY MEN
were Indicted but neither has been clude Octavlano Larrazolo of Las fires, Inside
Vegas, one of the best platform speak waiter shafts spread most of them
affecting the American, pro- arrested.
DETERMINED ON STRIKE maricela
and tall buildings hampered the deA farmer in Jacksonville precinct, ers in the southwest, a leader of delucis Including delalleel Information
mocracy and a prominent citizen; partment In fighting them, more than
w ho came in today, surprised the Jury
f the est and of every element.
which, in the commission s Judgment,
else.
by big confession that he was bought Governor W. J. Mills, Jurist and exe anything
About eighty-fiv- e
Home, Dee- I.'. The leaders of the will b(- helpful to congress In providthree times last election day. For his cutive, familiar with the constitution feet, seven stories, he thought, should Itallwuv
employes declare their un ing ecpiltable rates of duty.
promise to vote the straight republi- and with the needs of New Mexico; be the limit of height for any buildmembers nnd
the maximum,
tin, section
can ticket, he said he received $12.50; Isaac Iiarth, chairman of the county ing, and dumb waiters should be ions Includeare 14f.H0l)
non ready to inaugu
that thev
tariff law.
of the Aldrich-Payn- e
luiie
on a contract to vote the straight democratic central committee; Judge done away with throughout the counrate a strike for an Increase of wages t'lnler the Lotigworlli bill, me rive
I
democratic ticket he was paid $10 Edward A. Mann, district attorney; try.
'oininlsfiieneis are to be appointed by
The committee devoted the day to They tielel that "Sabotage will be
and the price for agreeing to vote Colonel W. P. Hopewell, an old demIn such a manner as to ensure the president at first for two, three.
for a certain democratic candidate ocratic warhorse and representative ail Investigation of fire Insurance a complete
success of the movement
huslnesj man; Francis E. Wood, re- and did not touch on raring matters,
nr. five uinl six years terms, respec
was VI.
dee l ire
The gove rnment offie
In the constitutionsave to acknowledge receipt of a
live ly, bul these tenures aiijusi inem- He pleaded guilty when aralgned publican
nb-(.t
ready to
extreme
six year terms ior
tei
and was disfranchised for five years al convention, and numerous others communication from J. S. .Smith, sec- that they are
Including the military.
II.
and fined five dollars and costs and of all political persuasion. All the retary to City Chamberlain Hyde. The measures.
The w.!vg ami means committee will
given fix months In the workhouse speakers, however, will take up the committee had di sired to ipiestion
il,e up Hie commission question soon
constitution In Its relation to the peo- .Mr. H.vle about the dinner In Deli- NEW YORK PoITcTrAID
with the prison sentence suspended.
rteeme or
néenle o, at which it has been testifter ceiimre-- s reconvenes,
One hundred rn-- six indictment ple and not to parties.
FORTUNE TELLING FAKERS its nutnlirr-- eeppowe tne commission
This meeting is a most Important fied $500.000 was silhscrllied to defeat
were returned today which brings the
holding that it puts Into being
legislation, at whic h Mr.
total up to 9!". There are indica one. It Is the beginning of an active
was mentioned In the
nother body with high salaries and
tions that the number will reach 1,- - campaign to make the majority for Hyde's name one
nipult!li big
In
New Yol k. ice. 2
expense accounts on work
of the giicst. but It
the constitution as nearly unanimous testimony as
500 as predicted by Ppecial Prose
phi
iiitalnst palmists, medium
that should be done hv the department
as possible. It is purely a people's has not been possible to find him.
cutor x illiam I!.
lelle-rspolice
giHts end fortune
and labor or by some
omnicre
gathering and if for no other reason
to Manhat
tto-made simultaneous raid
re gular department.
Jaiwnr-- o Officers Ifiao Mcxle-then to show their Interest In the NEW YORK l ll!l MI S
Jll sT A IT EN D SCHOOL tan nnd Hr.K'kbn today ami arrested
Mexico City. Dec. 2. (iffi.ers anil great issue pending the people should
ln Hockey Game.
Yale
re than forty perseen..
New York, Dec. 2S. Hereafter New
cadets of the wo Japanese war ves- turn out en masse. They will have
.
.l
2 8.
Oee.,
wen- women
Yale
of
the
Most
colCleveland.
fighters
toorganic
have
York's
fire
must
left
have
opportunity
the
to
here
an
now
Salina
in
sels
'ru.
Prine-etotonixht In the See They must be gradu- past middle age and many were able
night, the officers for h short stay In act as drafted by the recent conven- lege degrees.
hockey
nd of the series of throes
to bell themse lves nut mlh null and
Vera. Cruz and the carets to remain tion, clearly expounded by the best ates of the city fire college, the
S te 5.
by a
of
Jewelry.
here
ames
was
announced
of
men
hkh
who
obtainable,
all
spcukcrs
at Salina rtiz.
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in thin city," said Mr.
nftt-- r
heitriiiK from Mr.
juromi', "and Sir. Jerome lia assur11
Wlrel
Morulas Journal ftpeclal
Misa.,
Dec. 28. Two
ed me that he will produce. Kohln
Clurksciale,
wants negroes were hilled and turen others
when tlio district attorney
him."
were wounded durlriK an exchunxc of
tollowliiK sliols early today between eleven
Hi"
At the unnuUirlutn
tatemcitt wan miidn:
and a sheriff's posse search Inn
"In view of the fait tliut criminal for the thr-- i farm hands who shot
prosecution may he instituted aaalnst and killed W. W. Kirk and I.. D.
cif
certain Kcsseau.
Mr. Ttohln mid because
Tonight additional posaca are Joln-In- u
statements that have been made, Dr.
In the pursuit, nnd with racial
Carlo McDonald reipjerted Air. Hollut, to llms closely drawn, further
bloodín' sister, Ir. Louisa Ilobiivivlt
.
shed Is feared.
remove .Mr. Itobln from thr- sanatorl-umdone."
When the party came within range
Thin
Dr. Mnx O, Kchhipp. one f the of the tVKI'oex, Ihe fusillade started,
threa physician on whoso certificate. and before the latler were put to rout,
Juttlce Amend committed Itibin, dol- two of their nunile-- r had been killed
ed at the district attorney's office to and others were crippled.
make dear lit connection with the
Dr.
Cnne and that oí hla associates,
ITALIAN CRIMINALS
Austin Flint. Dr. Valentin,, also.
case,"
the
into
called
were
CAUGHT IN RAID ON CAFE
"We
"by
unid Iir. Si lill l.
Itobliiovltdi. Hhe uve UK u hubn . f
Five men conXeW Yolk, Dec. ÜK.
the case lid comlnK from rephtuhle
physician, there wax iinllilnK for iim victed In I heir uhaeric? of murder unto do hut accept her data a the fart. der the laws of Italy, three convicted
uve n Indicated of crimes In this country within the J
The history she
jinranoia. We put fiucsliuim to Uohln lust three years, mid three auspecteii
kblnaplms ol
nil hl answer I'ihiMi mi d the dloKno-al- a of complicity
in the
history of the boys, were captured today In u raid "n
Indicated
an cast il cafu lit th Mlctllmi nuar
.aw."
V'pon application of H- attorney tcr.
generala office Justice Amend signed
The raid followed information K"fn.
an order lhl cvrnliiK returnable Fri- el cd by Lieutenant Vachprla In his inthe Tillo and Guarantee vestigation of the death of l.leulen-i- i
day rcuull-lImplicated
company
of Itochestor,
tit Joseph I'l'trosliio, who was assas.
with th Aetna Indemnity company slnaled In Palermo, Welly, In lns.
Illusepl"' de Slelano, who wns kidIn tha cIorIiik of thr Hank of Northern New York in hw cause why It naped from his home la.l July and
aliotild not turn over It tifl'nlra to the returned on payment of ransom, htlt-- r
Identified (tin. oiiio Crlml as one of
atuto Insurance department.
Tha order also restrains the com- tin- men who h dd him prisoner. Crlml
pany from transaction: any business and his brother, tllnseppe, were deor dlKP"tl'iK of any of It properly un- tained and III" other sixteen men set
at liberty.
til th motion ha heen tiraueil.
ll.nchklsa of the
alato Inmiranc department will conhHiporlnteiuleiit
with
fer tomorrow
MAN
Mnclonald of the I'onnei tlcut liiHiir-ancdepartment a to whilhir Ihe
HartAetna Indemnity vmpuny
ford ahall he realralned from doltm
further hnalnoaa In tttia alulf. April.
It liecama known here that In
IflOU, an official bulletin Iwued liy K.
V,. HlttenhoUBf, then atnte anperlnlen-din- t
of Imurunci. In t.iolorado nndk
prealdent f the I'rovldent
no
Ufa Aaauiance amlcty, oimteil
from
the Aetna Indemnity company publlt
nnd warned the
Colorado
d:,.i
iu iiavu nuuuicu
airalnxt JoKeph 11. Itoldn.
nitiiaiu
ol
had
hv
to
ira
No InformutloH
Dollars
for DiscovThousand
heal-liiof
Hupeilntriident
llnk
Klnte
the
of
amount
(hiprolmhle
fill
ering Steel Spring Which
fhortaRi. In the Northein Hunk
ald
I,
thai
a
ul
Cheated Government of Mildirector
of Nm York.
It mluM HtiKreaate ItiUU.tiiHI or more.
lions,
Jume M. c.llford, allorney for the
liiink and iilm a dlrortnr. who an Id
yaolvi'day that all il. ..'lt,iri would he
I rtowil tttrr
' ' ,Jly MursInK JwiirsMl
nlKht crilmuted
puld In full.
Dee.
lili hard
t
h.-WkshlitHton.
ufe-'k
"
ouh
hud
tin. hank
detective who dls-- i
oin. icnl I nanre all depoaltora, t'.! I'urr, theHit-cusiólos
- fii el aprlnas In the siah s
i ftia on Ihe ihdl.tr
v
Hi Id.. Atii'Mi an Hiiiiiir Iteilniou

long tow to New York.
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SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES IN
SESSION AT PITTSBURG
I'"-Dec. I'S. There was
Iare uttenilaiice of dtilcg.iles to the
in
two Important scientific aocietes
ft nventlon here today, the American
Geological aoclcty and the American
Hoclety of I'ulcontology. In the mecl-inof the latter the, resolution adopted by the gcoloKlciil society yesterday
refcrrliiK to frelxht rates in fossil
rot k was adopted.
AmonK the papers rend was oi:c by
Dr. W. .1. .Midland, director of th"
CarneRle museum, who llliistratcd his
talk with slides showing the Carnegie
ilinosmir iiunrrlcH In I'tah. Here have
been unearthed seven skeletons, cut h
complete and laying frlde by elilf
practically without any displacement
of parts.
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G0QDW1N

AND

WIFE

UP- -

Goodrich,
Hornilla Journal Keell Leased Wlrel
New York. Dec. 2. Dllflcultlcs
between Nut C, Goodwin and hla wife,
who waa Alisa Ed mi Goodrich, arc
nndcrtilood to have heen aettled today.
Mr. Goodwin culled nt the office of his
lawyer, who also nets for Aira. Goodwin and entered into an agreement
rcKitrdliiK the, disposition of property
said to be valued at 115,000.
The luwver denied the agreement
had anvthtnir to do with divorce pro
ceed Inn'a or that a lentil scpnrutlim Is

I

II

H'lltl iuK-

-

I know,
he said, today a
iixroement aettlea evorythlnit between
I would
know If there was
them.
invthinii else a J sni attorney for
No llanera have been served
both.
mi Mr. Goodwin nnd no action has
been filed."

"Ho

far as

CARRIED

GAMBLING

ON IN PRISON IS CHARGE
Dr. 3.
MeAlcBter, Olibi., Doc. 2S
T. Love, former phyalcliin of the stale
penitentiary, who has made charges
itKnlm.t

testlllcil

'he manancmeni
today
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thi situation materially, and to

SUBJECT OF NIGHT

pro-

mote
'letter understanding of th!
legal rights of the department.
bus l"d
The misconception which
stockmen to suppose they might graze
their stock on the national forests
without taking out a permit and paying the grazing fee was due to the
decision rendered by the supreme
court of the I'nlted States last March,
affirming a decision of the United

CONFERENCE

.un-pan-

H
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nltro-glyceri-

multi-perforate-

1
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Washington,' Dee. 28. Immediate,
riirmnlation of Panama canal legisla
tion practically was decided upon ut
a conference ut, the wmie House
i

partlclputad In
The uonfurciiCii
by President Tuft, Herettiry Knox,
Secretary DIoklBann, Senator Flint of
t'ltlifornlu. thanrmn of the senate
canals,
committee on
nnd Hcnator IiriindeKce of Connecticut, also a member of that committee, and Keprekeiitatfve Mann of
chairman of the house committer) on Interstate and foreign commerce.
The conference lasted until
nenr midnight.
11 whs n treed that Immediate, action
on ennui questions was necessary In
order that the commercial world
mlcht be able to plan ahead. It was
suBh'ested that by having a definite
untierstanding its to the tolls and
queations involved an active
trade would be assured for the canal
almost from the day of its opening.
The r.niiihni ut the conference It was
snld, favored legislation empowering
tha president to fix tolla within cer
tain limits, taking Into consideration
distance,, tonnage and ctirgo.
The question of whether the government ahoiild operate coal yards
and dry docks tunl whether It should
through the canal
puaa Its war vcsi-elfree, nnd Its coastwise ships and possibly ull of its merchant vessels at a
lower rate than tho-- e of foreign countries wns discussed lit length by tha
conferees ami tentative plans werelaunched for tho preparation of lcgtilatlon on theae points.
It was argued by borne thut the
I'nlted States might not bo possessed
of the legal right to discriminate In
favor of its own vessels.
Suggestions for snregimrdlnir competition between the eastern and we,.l- possmie
througn
ern
seaboards
amendmenls of the Inlerstate com- nierc laws maldne It prohibitory tor
railroads to own or control whips in
tilo canal trad,, also were advaiii cu
but no conclusions were ranched.
liepresentallve Mann nnd Senators
l.'llnt end llrunileuee whoe commit
tees will be most concerned with the
legislation ore said to concur with the
president In his I ilea of Immediate
a. lion bv conaros. tuirtlt ularly on the
In order that tnter- i object of tolls
et.ts now thinking of building vessels
or otherwise entering Into commerce
via the can.il may be sufficient ly Informed in advance of the conditions
that probably will exist when the
anal Is opened on the date expected.
Iiill-noi-

a,

tin-trad-

Xanu.ity

1,

the general question one
or the other, but merely affirmed
the decision of the lower court in the
particular cas?. The supreme court
baa granted a rehearing of the vaso,
in order that the question may bo
passed upon by a full bench and authoritatively settled, and this rehearHot tne
ing will soon take place.
uitUority of the secretary to prevent
grazing cxcitpt in accordance with
his regulations dc?s not, it is policed out, depend upon affirmation of
the power of the government to punish violation of the regulations mm a
crime. This is mude clear by the
in two of the New Mexico caaes:
illustrate:! the
hile th'. third case
fact that the affirmation of .Hid-pWellborn'a decision by the supreme
court hits no binding force in ctiieaj
other than the particular one then before the court.
In the cases of Sam Cope and 3. O.
Cope, defendants, and of O. W,
defendant, Injunctions wire
granted by the federal district court
to prevent the continued grazing of
slotk ownd by the defendants upon
the nat'onal forests. The ground
upon which these Injunctions wore
granted wan hot the power of the government to punish violators of the
regulations through criminal procedure, but was the right of the government to bring civil action against the
owners of stock which trespass upon
the property of the government. In
the Cope case punitive damages were
Imposed by the court for wilful trespass, in addition to an award of "
The
for actual damages sustained.
amount of the actual damage was determined by the finding of the court
that the value of the grazing privileges In the Alamo national forest wax
Sl..o) per year for each head of cattle
not decide

i

ICiri.

ALLEGED JEWEL THIEF
HAS GOOD BANK ACCOUNT

tie-H-

Jcr-niga- n,

or horses.
This case Is the inore, decisivo 'is lo
Hie authority of the secretary to
the grazing regulations from Hie
fact that an attempt to proceed
against the defendants criminally had
failed because of the refusal of the
grand Jury to brillé an indictment
In the third of. the
against them.
New Mexico cases, however, such an
as found by the grand
Indictment
Jury against J. W. Van Winkle, for
having grazed I. POO head of goats
upon the Alamo national forest without permit. As a result of this Indictment Van Winkle was arrested nt
a deputy I'nlted
Alaniogorilo by
Slates marshal, and bound over for
appearance nt the April term of the
federal court.

ill

CRITICISM

RESENTED BY
MEYER

t.lly JMcDow. il.
St. l.otiln. Dec. 28.
jail he tv mi Ihe charge or stealing
Sfi.utiu worth or Jewelry from H.

attorney, while
servant at bis home, has
savS I 2 ai tlrt on deposit In a l'iUs'.iurg
ings bank, accordina to Information
Dw er has atin Dwyel 'i possession.
tached tlie bank account and it Is i
rled Ira Mix of Chicago on ulioio
Information the girl was arrested
her lat Satui'ilay also has filed an
attachment.
e
I..cal detiHties are making
l
iminlry to learn whether
The
has other bank accounts.
valor of the Jewelrv sh Is nccused of
stealing from dlf'erent hotn. where
she was emplood, is stated by Ihe
local poll. ,, to be at least $7:.,0u
Dwyer. an

acting us

o

re-p-

Secretary of Navy Writes
President Taft That Famous
Nothing!
Britisher Knows
About American Smokeless
Powder.

.oun-trywtd-

lly M.iraing Juurnat Speclitl I.essed W Ir 1
Dec.
Washington.
Statements
muile by Sir Hiram Maxim, who rut.

:i

that
gun explosions in the I'nllett States
armv and navy were due lo the form
powder grain In ose, were charac-We board and cara for hornea. of rived
a
"unworthy of acrion con
Tha bast nf rare truarantee,!. w. U
Co.. 11 S North Second St. sideration'' in a letter to the presi-- '
Trlmbl
President Taft

on October

h

n

it

Every woman of social ex
knows that no
...attci how formal her reception or card party may be,
there are always some of her
guests who really ptefer a
cool glass of good beer to
any other beverage.
These women keep Pabst
Blue Ribbon in the house, fcr
they know that while their guests'

;

have varying tastes, Pabst Blue
Ribbon is the Beer that is liked
by everybody.

Pabst

BlueRibbon
Quality
Tie Beer

of

costs a little more than ordinary
beer but it is worth all it costs.

A bottle of Pabst Blue Ribbon

is not only good to look at, but

fault."
"Not in one case," Fays Secretary the beer itself has a delicate
flavor and rich, smooth taste
Meyer, "has the evidence of the occurrence shown that the smokeless that is sure to delight
powder in us3 at the time of the exMade and Bottled Only
plosion was faulty in any degree.
by Pabst in Milwaukee
Brigadier General William Crozier's
memorandum supports the contention Telephone for a case today.
regard to
of Secretary Meyer with
military experiments with smokeless
powder.
It is indicated that since
Meyers Co., Inc.
the Introduction f smokeless in the
116-11- 8
West
military service, but one large gun
and only two or three field gun
Silver Avenue
huve burst.
Telephone

The

regarded as serious, resulted today, in
the death of Bonn ritman, author,
lecturer and inventor.
Mr. Pitman, who was born in
Wells, England, in 1821', was
the author of several works on phon
ography, und introduced in America a
system of shorthund writing which
hears the name of his brother, the
He came to
luto. Sir Isaac Pitman.
this country and settled In Cincinnati in 1853. He also was the Inven
tor of ft process of engraving.

mm
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now by the Detroit
health authorities that the census
figures are entirely correct and thut
errors which had heen made In the
lociil nmpiliiUvn; made it appeal that
20 per cent was the proper proportion.
It was stated by Dr. Wilbur
today that Health Officer Guy L.
Kcifer of Detroit has undertaken
HOSPITAL BEDS ARE
to retí rm the system used in his ofPREPARED FOR WOUNDED fice, so that the results hereafter will
with
those
be strictly comparable
given out by the bureau of the census.
fConliuiietl from Pace J.)
The census statistics relative to the
mínlivvuTedetr
deaths of infants in Detroit were
The Insurrectos nre still mussed at compiled
from the official transcripts
reaching
Malpaso.
No trains nre
deaths t to the bureau by Hon.
Chihuahua on the Mexico Northwest- of
Frederick C. Martindale, secretary of
ern.
state of Michigan, who Is the state
registrar and who receives monthly
IHIMAM)
lV'KI'ltGKXTS
from the Detroit office exact tranSI RltllXDF.K OI' CASAS (II.WDIis scripts
of all deaths in tho city. The
It became
Kl Paso, Texas, Dec. 28.
Jete independent compilation made by Mr.
known here late tonight that
in the
Politico Martinez of Casus Grandes Martindale and published of
vital
had sent a message to Governor Michigan monthly bulletin
also asrecs with the cenTerrazus. stating that Ctterro, com statistics,
lor detroit.
mander of the northern Insurrectos, susThefigures
results published by thn census
had demanded the surrender of the for Detroit,
as for other cities and regthat reinforcetown, and urging
states, are in all cases based
ments be sent at the earliest possible istration
the coplea olflciallv certified to
moment. Kcports thut the town' had upon
ii
by the responsible
fallen tonight cannot he verified on lie correct
officials of the places conaccount of the wires being cut.
cerned.
While in the west Dr. Wilbur proPROPOSED RAILROAD
ceeded to Chicufjo, where h? addressed
of Ufe Insurance
FROM. SPOKANE TO YUMA the Association
Presidents, then in lnectlns there, on
the work of the census in vital statisit Is admitted

reyis-tralio-

Spokane, Wash., Dec. ÜS. A
ohiceil heforo the
luis heen
chamber of commerce for it strategic
railway to extend from this city to
Yuma. Ariz. The plan is to ask the
government to foster the enterprise,
t lie argument being that
mh u railway might prove of inestimable value
in case of war. If an Invading enemy
should succeed in seeming part of
the Pacific ci ast railways or moun
tain misses. lint two short stretches
of new track would be necessary, one
extending from I.ewlston, Idaho, to
Huntington, nre.. the other from Elko
to Carson City, Nev.
pro-oi.u-

CENSUS BUREAU WAS
CORRECT ON DETROIT

tics.

.''"'

lVsM'!ll
Percy Miss Jane, did Moses-- ' tul vé
r
complaint' my
the same
papa's Hot ?
Miss Jan
Gracious me, Percy I .
Whatever do you mean, my dear?
Percy Well, It says here the Lord
Rave Moses two tablets. Lippincott's.
after-dinne-

Ic.ijrnal Want Ads Get Resu.'ts

IMALOY'S

BABY DEATH RATE
Morning Journal Bureau,
613 Munsey Building, ,
Washington. D. C. Dec. 28.
An investigation
of the alleged incorrectness of the census bureau's recent statement of the proportion of
deaths of Infants in Detroit.
as published in the official bull tin on
mortality statistics for t'JOS, has been
made by Dr. Creasy I.. Wilbur, the
bureau's chief statistician for vital
statistics, acting In conjunction with
a representative of the secretary of
stale for Michigan.
The
Detroit
health authorities
claimed suhscqut ntly to the Issuance
of the bulletin that onlv L'fl per cent of
the deaths at all ages in i)ni was
of infants under on year, notwithstanding the fact that the census
compilation prepared by Dr. Wilbur
gave a ratio of
per cent. This
excessive proportion caused
much
surprise in Di troit. and sum of the
local papers and the city health authorities insisted that the bureau's
figures "er,. Incorrect and injurious.
Dr. Wilbur himself went to Detroit,
actt mpanied by the secretary of
after a
simes representative, and
thorough inquiry he reported to ailing Director Willoughby today that
,

Mb-h.-

In

p

i

President Anxious' That ImStates district court for the southern PIONEER IN SCIENCE
mediate Action Be Taken district of California, by Judge WellOF SHORTHAND DEAD
born, that violation of the giav.i'ig
That Business World May regulatlons Is not punishable its a
Be Prepared for Opening ot rime. This decision byof anthe supreme
even .'vicourt, however, was
Cincinnati, Dec. 28. An illness that
sión of the Justices, and therefore did had only In the last day or so been
Panama Canal,
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Morning Journal Bureau,
613 Munaey Bulldlne,
Washington, D. C, D?c. 2. j
Th-authority of the secretary of
agrlculfure to prevent tho grazing of
foresta
on the national
livestock
without a permit has been sustained
in New Mexico by action of the federal courts In three cases, In which
the defendants had caused or permitted stock to trespass upon the
Alamo forest in defiance of the regu1

jnter-ocean-

Attorney for Both Denies That
Any Action for Divorce Has
Been Begun By Former Edna

lur-iimJ-

.
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MAKE-
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in me
before tho li'Blslatlvi-committethat Is Investlnaliim the
had
k
do, I. i VVlllanibur,'
luí
ItiMitiithm. lio said KiimhllnK
AMERICAN WARSHIPS
on In the penitentiary and that
d m ,ft of (he i vol.. i,, e thiouiili
million has was a mutter or common mum inn,v.
lililí ne.re Id n thi..WATCHING HONDURAS
loen reiorned to th,, f.d.ral Kowrn-m- i A former prlsíinr teal tried that so
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of the nuv
Meyer, made public today.
Secretary Meyer's
Appended to
from
letter was a memorandum Crozler,
Urlgadler General William
chief of ordnance, I'nlted States arm.
to the secretary of war, refuting Mr
Hiram Maxim's crlliclsni as well as
an article in "Engineerine." a London periodical, frequently referred to
by Sir Hiram Maxim.
is considered,'1 says the secretary, "unwarranted to carry out
further experiments desired by Sir
Hiram Maxim, and that his statements
in relation to our smokeless powder
are unworthy of serious consideration, except as to their misrepresentations, and to the evil effects of their
wide publicity on those unacquainted
with this subject."
to Sir Hiram's rtat"- in roirnrd
ment thut he "has had "re
ence and knows what is... in ..t ..i...-.- '
about," Secretary Meyer says Sir
Hiram Maxim "is ignorant of the type
of smokeless powder used by the
United States government, and it is
quite probable he has very little or no
experience with it, however, familiar,
or corhe may be with
dite powders."
The letter also declares that although Sir Hiram Maxim claims to
be the inventor of modern smokeless powder, he la "in no sense the
inventor of the type of smokeless
powder developed by the United States
navy ut the naval torpedo station,
Newport, It. I., and used In the naval
service since 189!)."
"The broad statement of Sir Hiram
Maxim," continues Secretary Meyer,
"that the gun accidents of the United
d
States navy are due to
powder grains is shown to be untrue from evidence not ut all connected with the details of the grain.
When the composition of the powder
and the details of the grain are conadditional evidence
sidered there
to show that thes3 elements lire not ut

'It

Ktntes.
, Tho Americnn quarter erected by lations.
American sitbacrlptlons la now considUecause of the belief which has
ered the best among the new struc- been current among stockmen of home
tures.
llü localities during- the lust year that the
regulations of the secretary or agriHie
MOM JiirsT
culture with regard to grazing on tin
' MAiVIO VICTIMS national forests are unenforceable,
NDItmV
IliBglo, Dec. 28. The anniversary the New Mexico cases are regarded
of the earthquake was commemorated by officials of the department of agrihere today by p solemn procession to culture as particularly timely nnd
Tho recent disposition to
the cemetery, where a speech was valuable.
question the validity of the reguladelivered by the major.
The prefect luid the cornerstone of tions hua evldontly been due to the
entirely natural desire of the stocku monument to the victims.
men to assert what they supposed,
though mistakenly, to be their right
under the law ns Interpreted by the
GANAL
Secretary Wilson considers
courts.
that the effect of the action taken 'n
the New Mexico cases will be to clarify

(By Morula

NAT

mima! Sprrlsl leased

y
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Muralac

Jlcsrina, Hklly, Dec. 28. I commemoration of the second nnnlver-surof tito fcxeat cnrthfiuuke the city
today ussumo.d tha deep mournina;.
ltexpjiem masses were aaid nnd
were made' at a great mus
mcelliiír in which warm appreciation
waa uxpreasod for the aid K'ven by
other countrier,, especially the I'nlted

a
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GRAZING

Mont n al,

Kreiicli-l'aiiflrila-

t-

MUST

HAVE PERMIT FOR

OF

EARTHQUAKE

Í1EIV YORK

(lie., Dec, i'H. Ki nest
(hura, a joiiiih French Canadian,
hospital today with a llr MnrnlUK Journal Nimlal Leased Wlrr
was taken to
New York, Doc 2S. Om hundred
his brain. He died
Into
driven
Counsel,
nail
as
Jerome, Retained
nre and five duya tint from Brussorap,
police
The
nflernin n.
tliis
Promises to Produce Missing searching for Haul Cassavant. with Asiatic Turkey, the HamburK-Amer-Ica- n
whom, It Is
r.lras iiuarreled
arrived
ateamshlp Cherualtlu,
Financier Whenever District over
n
Kirl.
a
today in tow of the wrecking
here
Man vfi lit Is alleged to have struck
It,
fa
Desires
Office
Attorney's
his rival down with a club, from steamer licscue. Since October 28,
which the null protruded.
she hut been' floundering without a
Múrala Journal Kril iMnrcl Wlrr
propeller. With iavorlnir winds, she
asylNew York, Die.
madu fcurteen knots in 24
tometlmes
um I. the. private sanitarium to which NEGROES
III BATTLE house.
ti paranoiac.
be wna committed u
fell off
Thn Che.rusklu'a
In fclr wcuther, and left her hi Ipless.
Joseph C. Itobln, whmre operations
The Ilrltlsh atcamiT Catalina l ame to
Rank of Northern New
closed
WITH
her acslstiince but the tow line partmofor
Turk yesterday, appeared
ed and alio wna left behind.
ment in Jersey t "it - today an1 llii'ii
Ktinbotits
Next the Cniled Htatcs
vanished with his sister, Dr. Douise
Wheclln and Petrel happened nlon,
Itoblnovlt, h in mi automobile.
they could only supply provisions,
Detectives watched his apartment
Two Slain and Three Wounded but
bclnif too liBht to bundle the freightand the home of his sister tonlnht
In
Exchange of Shots at er In ti seawuy.
until District Attorney Wlillim receivfteamiT
The llaniburg-Amerlcu- n
ed word from William Traverse JerClarkdale, Miss.; More Oarra finally towed her to
attorney. Hint
ome, former dbtrlct
and on Dec. 14 the licscue bcRun the
Jtobln had retained him a counsel.
Bloodshed Feared,

!'

....

in Memory Authority of Secretary of AgrSteamer Which Lost Her Pro- Solemn Services
iculture to Prevent Pasturage
of Those Who Perished in
NAIL IN BRAIN FATAL
peller at Sea Spends One
Without Permission Upheld
Great .Disaster at Messina
TO CANADIAN YOUTH
Hundred and Five Days in
By Federal Courts,
Ago,
Two Years
Crossing Atlantic,

PRESIDENT OF SUSPENDED
BANK SEEKS NEW REFUGE

"Hollín
Whitman,

29,1910.

VESSEL ITALIANS OBSERVE STOCKMEN

DISABLED

1

ASYLUM
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dent from Secretary

urea and article" which huve Income
publication of ytiur
a part of th
newapnper have heen sufficient evidence to you "f my dlaaatlafactlon
with ii conduct and of my belief that
liave not enjoyed the consideration
at your hands ami thoae of the
of the paper that I had every
Kood reiiaon to ex,e t when I became
iixaoclnted with y.B."
l"
Mr. JuckliiiK la rei("
heiivl Kt Individual stockholder In the
publication.
riilted Kli,te Kenutor Heed Hmoot ia
amoiiH the stock holder.
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Phone 72.
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DEFEATS

BRITISHER

IN

AMERICANS
AERIAL RACE

Fidcrable local controversy, over the
merits of the two machines followed, and upon the arrival of Mr. Hendy
the discussion of the event was reopened.
D. M. Clark, upon hearing of the
challenge, stated that Mr. Hendy will
bo accommodated. That he stood ready
upon receipt of Information that the
conditions in the selection of machines as reported would be observV
ed, to put up the money and arrange
tha race.
Correspondence will follow ImmediThe sport was witnessed by n lnri;e ately, between Prescott and Denver,
crowd. The race for gentlemen ridfrom the disposition of the two
ers did not take place, professional and
men, it is probable thot in a short
riders having the mounts Instead.
time another thrilling event will be
furlongs: Andrr- - on the boards between the two AriFirst race, 4
soii won; Cherry Girl, second;
zona cities.
Virgil, third. Time, :59.
Second race, 5 2 furlongs: Athle MICK SHERIDAÍÑThAS
W won; Cull Holland, second; Severa, third. Time, 1:13.
SHADE ON TOM KILBANE
furlongs: Melpar,
Third race, 5
won; Hodman, second; .Myrtle jucen,
third. Time, 1:13
Windsor, Ont., Dec. 28. "Mick"Sher.
furlongs: Ben idnn oi' Chicago had the best of his
Fourth race, 4
Sand won; Dr. Hollis, second; How
bout with Tom Kilbane of Cleveland
About You, third. Time, :59
fi
furlongs:
Jennie here tonight. It was the best exhib
Fifth rnce,
Wells, won; Walter McLenn, second; ition given in the local ring this season, both men fighting close and des
Grecian Bend, third. Time, 1:27
furlongs: Ameron perately.
Sixth race, 6
man
KllVmno seemed to have his
won; Golden Castle, second;
Hiram,
going In the seventh, but in the next
third. Time, 1:26
Seventh race, 4 2 furlongs: Com the Chicago fighter came ba k with
Cersaln, ruch a rush that the Cleveluntler was
pete won; Crenel, second;
almost overwhelmed. They fought
third. Time, :59
Ight rounds, at 128 pounds.
At Emeryville5.
Oakland, Dec. 28. Arlonette, the
"One Round" llognti Matched.
played 'favorite, beat some
heavily
Francisco, Dec. 28. "One
San
clever sprinters In the feature event Round" Hogun of this city, who is re
He went to garded as a serious contender tor ine
Emeryville today.
the front when Pickens was ready lightweight championship, and Fnin-kl- e
and was never headed.
Burns of Oakland, were matched
Bambro and Golden Agnes were tonight to fight twenty rounds Here
heavily played and led their fields January 27. The men ugree to
home.
133 pounds. They will split tne fciue
First race, 6 furlongs: Yellow Foot eceipts und will fight lor a i,uu
won; Pete, second; vvno iniru. jirnc, side bet.

5PLIÍ IH

Pair of

plane Shows Clean
Heels to Curtiss and Wright
Machines.
.

Journal Special Lead Wire)
Aviation Field, Los Angeles, Cal.,
England and France In a
DeCi 28.
Br Mornlnc

coalition defeated America
the first serial derby ever run.
the British speed
James Radley,
champion, in a French machine
bent Eugene Ely, driving a Curtiss
a
In
racer, and Phil Pnrmalee,
"Baby" Wright In an eight and three
quarter miles race. He not only
demonstrated thai his Bleriot monoplane Is the Kifeediest flying machine
ever seen west of the Itocfcies, but established a new record for the Loa
Angeles 'field. His time for the eight
to-d-

peed
In

"

ATHLETIC

gj

awl three-quart- er
an average of
Hlh
an hour.
at the rate of

miles was 9:13

5,

n
miles
about
fastest lap was made
Third race, futurity course: Gol
almost a mile a niln-ut- den Agnes won; Medie, second; Frank
Ferris, third. Time, 1:09
or about
Ely's time was 10:02
Fourth rnce, . 6 furlongs:i Arlonette,
1..
ml.
x
seconu;
o
miles per hour. Parmalec's won; Fernando,
forty-nin- e
Belle, third. Time, 1:21-time was 10:35, or about
Radley'B time by
Fifth race, one mile: Cabin won;
miles an hour.
lnps over the 1 4 mile course wns Quality Street, second; Cisko, third.
'
Time, 1:40
as follows:
1:50
second,
Kjrvst,
Sixth race, 6 furlongs: Lord Clin
1:50
fifth,
seconn;
1:51;
nuiij
fourth,
ton won; Passenger,
third, 1:50
In-a- ll
Stanhope, third. Time, 1:14,
1:50. Ely's best time was 1:58
uniformly
the other laps he was
ISeds Sell Mickey Corcoran.
ten seconds slower than the winner.
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 28. Infielder
Parmalee's best time was 2:06
The steadiness of the machines was Mickey Corcoran, of the Cincinnati
baseball team, was sold to the De
a surprise to both observers and aviatoday.
tors. It was extremely gusty when troit American league club
gun was fired' end
the starting
treacherous r.!r currents blew over
the hill, but in spite of that, there A LVORD AFTER F
was hardly a second's variation in the
elapsed time of any of Radley's
rounds and not more than a seoond
In nny of Ely's.
OF PRESCOTT
exhibitions of flying are
"Mere
about to pass into the realm of the
common place found," Bald Glenn
Curtiss this evening. "The noveltyrac-of
that has worn off and henceforth
Manager of Northern Arizona
ing will be the thing with every mandrivand
builder
inventor,
Baseball
ufacturer,
striving
er, bending every energy and
more
Wants Yavapai Town in the
to the utmost for speed and still
speed.
Bunch,
-The day Is at hand when aviation
of
solely
constituted
be
meets will
racing. The mere exhibitor will take rsnreiul Correspondence to Morning Journal I
attracthis place with the
Prescott. Ariz., Dec. 27. W.
in the
ion and there will be prizeswho
Alvord, manager of the Isorthern Ati
can
aviators
future only for the
zona Baseball league, arrived yester
fly In races and win them."
day morning from Flagstaff, and will
In
record
a
Hubert Latham made
visit the business men of the city end
monoHis
recovering from disaster.
those Interested in the national game,
wrecked
completely
plane was almost
with a view of listing Prescott In his
Monday but he had it out again to- s leaauo.
Mr. Alvord has been asso
mechal-ihis
day, making flights with
ciated with baseball the last twenty
years, In many of the leading leari !
as passenger.
Lincoln Beachy, the newest recruit of the country, and favors conduct
m !,
Curtiss staff of aviators, met ing the game on business principles.
r.;eetiii3 of
nr. disaster. his machitie being It is pmuaule that v. benia.--called
tonight
completely wrecked.
those interested will
or tcnioi.ow night to arrange fjr the
adinlfskn of this city Into the league
RACE RESÜÍJS
Manager Alvord says that the as
sociation will be known as the North.:
At Juarez.
em Arizona Baseball league, and to
Méx.. Dec. 28. Cobleskill
Include only Prescott, Williams. Flag
rM.ion hv Mr. Casslday. won the Gen
With this ar
staff and Winslow.
tlemen' cup race, the feature of the ramtement
Is certain of a
piece
each
was
He
card at Terrazas park today.
game every other Sunday during tne
rnvnrita at s to R and after being out season.
He nas Deen ussureu uy mc
run tn the parlv part, came fast at
railroads
that reduced rates will be
tho
nnd won hv a nose. Three
given on all the railroads, which will
fuuitua .nn Summary
bring large attendance rrom outsme
First race. 2 year olds, selling, 6
every Sunday a game is piayeu.
RFsen won; Soon, mints
,.!,.,.
rrii
rates will reach as far
reduced
The
r.r.n,iAirllltv. third. Time, 1:08
and all points along
Phoenix
as
south
Second race, selling. 4 year olds and- the Arixona & California railroad as
iseinrrmile- - FM prd. won
Time, far west as Parker.
third.
most, second; Buna,
Another Important feature explain
119
by Mr. Alvord is that the cost of
ed
pi,!-- ,!
r.ontlpmens' CUD, sell- mulntiilnlne
no
the league will exceeu
In, a voar olds and up, 7 furlongs:- little, if any, tne donations made by
Cobleskill won; Elder, second; Ash- the home teams of the leaguo annu- well third. Time. 1:30
f..r Enirth of July games. Be- Fourth race, handicap, 2 year olds, idfs the games will be advertised
won;
51-- 2
furlonirs: Seth
extensively and attract huncireos oi
aeoi.nAVra r, If Mullens, third. Time, visitors to the four towns.
107
and
Fifth race, selling, 3 year olds won;
FORD AND BUICK TO
un e forlones: Flying Pearl
Roberts,
second;
8miliv Meimw.
COMPETE IN PRESCOTT
thiril.
Timo 1:14
TO PHOENIX RACE
Sixth race. Belling, 3 year olds and
fifty-seve-

5.

fifty-tw-

5.

'

5.

5.

5.

5

Organizations

te

.

s

1- -2

-

5.

bp. one mile:

Hoyle, won; Miss

cai

times, second: Alma Boy, third. Time
1:40

At Jacksonville,
28. Ben
Jacksonville. Fla., Dec.
Double, well supported, at 9 to 2, won
ivurplnrieB selling stake
tho i!9nn
this afternoon's feature at Moncrlef,
from a field of four sprinters.
First race, 5 furlongs: Western
Kelle won: Zool. second; Lavender
Lad. third. Time, 1:02.
and seventy
Second mr. mile
Sards: Saraband won: O'Em, second
John A., third. Time. 1:46 5
furlongs: Fulford
Third rae. C
won: rasmia second: Camel, third

tion adopted by the athletic research
si'dety at Us annuel meeting here 1b
concurred In by the athletic bodies
represented in the society, friendly
relations with the amateur athletic
union will be broken and Immediate

Time.

steps taken toward the organization
of an independent federation to exer
cise the control formally vested In the
union.
The society was organized three
years urn for the purpose, more particularly o'f developing school athletics and Investigating the administrative control of the sport.
t the last
A committee appointed
meeting to look into the latter subject reported today through its chairman. Dr. George L. Meyliin of Co-

lumbia university, recommending that
local groups be formed In various
sections of the country which would
Join district association of the A. A.
IT., thus making it possible to control
their competitions.
Objections were made to this affiliation with the A. A. I'. The reca
ommendation was voted down and
committee headed by Professor Mcy-la- n
was approved to draft a plan for
the organization of an independent
federation.
offifollowing were electd
The
cers of the society for the next year:
Clark W. Hetherington, Chicago,
W. r. Orr,
president
Boston, vice president; J. E. Huyeroft
University of Chicago, secretary treasurer.
The meeting was addressed by Dr.
of physical
D. A. Sargent, director
training at Harvard university on
professionalism In amateur athletics.
He said over specialization at the
of the development of all round
athletic made the whole tendency of
the large colleges nnd universities

1:21

Fourth race, the Everglades, 6 fur
longs: Ben Double won: Dan Field
second: Klnv Avondale. third. Time,
113

Fifth race. 7 furlongs: All Red
Lawrence P. Daley, second
Slnneman, third. Time, 1:27 5
Sixth race, mile and an eighth
Merman won: Third Rail, second
Seoastian, third. Time, 1:55 5
on:

At I Vn acola.
Pensacola, Fla., Dec. 2 8. The rac
ing meet here terminate,! this after
non with the running of seven races

New Orleans, Dec. 28. Rene Si
mon, the French aviator, this afternoon bloke the world's record for
monoplanes, when he circled the mile
track in a twenty mile wind In fifty- seven seconds flat. This Is the tast- est mile ever made by a monoplane
under any conditions on a mile
course.
The machine was a fifty horse pow
er Blerlol and Stm n drove the dangerous turns at an angle that threatened to Bend him sliding off the air
banks to the ground on one wing.
He negotiated these curves with perfect control, however.
The first flight of the day was- wrong.
made by John B. Molssant, was asIn

his fifty horse power Bler

FAST

iot.
The wind at times carried Moisant

d.f-rnt-

er

COMPLETING

at the estimated rate i f ninety miles
an hour. He remained aloft 1 min
utes. 22 seconds.
Simon also made an ascent in this
event, remaining In the air 22 minutes, 48 seconds.
Garros, Hamilton and Barrier also
made flights.

Jockey Mclnlyru Reinstated.
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 28. With the
exception of the reinstatement of one
jockey, little was accomplished today
nt the Kentucky state racing com
mission meeting. Jockey Jumes Mc- Intyre who was ruled oVf nt Liito-ni- a
In 1909, for a poor ride on Prince
Gal was placed In good standing.
ref.ised to allow
The commission
the racing association to deduct more
than five per cent of the money wagered on the mutual machines. The
old system of paying off remains the
same. This Is alleged to give the as
and
nickels
sociations the odd
amount to about one per cent.
con
The value of purses was not

RAILROAD TO THE

Inlel-llget-

VI

HT

KKSTOIU:i

ENOLEDA!ii
Trestle Across Ash Canyon
Finished; Rails Being Laid

Big

By

it

IN

Santa Fe Gang,

(Special Correapomtenra to Morning Journal
Cruces, N. M.. Dec. 27. Work

ht

phenomenal luck which has attended
tho enterprise up to diite and the contractors will deliver the completed
work 'to the government within the
schedule time, Bnd before the first
month of the year shall have waned,
freight cars will be delivered material for construction, on the ground.
In the meantime matters are not at
a standstill waiting for the completion of the road. Foundations were
laid this week for two new cottages,
nnd several cars oi building material
Is
bein?
which arrived in Kngle
freighted over by teams.
The retarding of the diamond drill
work by reason of the water in the
river Is an evidence of the ur.forseen
delays which are likely to arise In the
progress of the work. In the future
this will be obviated by pushing the
work In the river during the dry sea
sons, and applying the construction
fore elsewhere during flood time.
The most serious uccldent which
has occurred since the commence
ment of active operations, happened
iu. tivMnv evenins- when a team
driven by one of the Brow, & Connor men took fright and ran away,
The driver was thrown from the wag
on and serioufly Injured.
Construction Ch' ( H. G. Gault re
s
turned last Saturday from a month
vacation spent at his home In lialn-villOhio. He Is looking well and
r.i,rtM a most enjoyed time. How
ever Mr. Gault declaren that the NewMexico sunshine is a welcome change
as he had only ore day of sunfhine
during his entire vacation month

that
V
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no"--ik
A full pint of cough syrup
as you could buy for
n
be made at home. You will find noth
hold of an obstinate Ins id
that takes
more quickly, usually ending it
g
of 24 hours. Excellent, too for Vj)oP-lucough, acre lungB, asthma,
J
tics and other throat trouble.
r
Mix 1 pint oi granujnii-i- i
ana stir UV'.J
U pint of warm water
minutes. Put 2Vi uni-'Inat,- at bottle: thert ada
7.
i.
keeps portecviy.
the Sugar Syrup. Itevery
one, two OB
Tuke a teaspoonful
three hours.
hell
This Is just laxative enough to appo-ure a cough. Also stimulates tha
lite, whic h Is usually upsut by a. cout(h
The taste l pleasant.
The effect of pine and sugar eyrup on
the inflamed membranes Is well known.
I'Iohx Is the most valuable concentrated
compound of Norway white pine ex -tract, ric n in giumcm mm,
i""
Other
ural healing pine elements.
will not work In this formula.
Tim plnex and Sugar tiyrup recipe Is
now used by thousands of housewives
throughout tna unueu
The plan has been Imitated, but
the old successful formula has never
been equaled.
A guarantee of absolute satisfaction,
nr money promptly refunded goes with
druggist ha Plnex,
this recipe. Your you.
If not, send tO
or will net H for
The Plnex Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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ltlOT H1UDF.N TOWN
Following

last night's exciting rescue from a
mob of William Fui by, the negro asof eonfe.'onces between Judge Martin sailant of Flora Anglln, daughter of
a farmer, this place has resumed Its
A. Knnpn, chairman of the interstate
normal quiet, although there Is a deHon.
cnmm'ive commission and tho
mand on the part of the people that
J. P. Mable, chief of the railway com- swift Justice be meted out to the nemission of On until, an agreement has gro.
J. L. Towiisciid wns rtrrrsted
been reiirhed to rt commend to the
making Inflammatory
Tor
respective governments the crentl, , n of
speeches on the street. lie assailed
nn international railroad commb-slonwhli h shall have fcvpervisory authorthe criminal judge, the profccutlng
attorney nnd the county officials
ity ove1' raleu between the two councharging them with dilatory tactics,
tries.
No dc'tiln nre pvtlcrlo beyond the und urged the people to rise up and
fact that it recommends tho estab mippress fhe negro element.
lishment of the lijlernatonnl commission upon which shall be conferred TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON
certain regulatory powers. Whether
LIMITED TRAINS ON
the commission is to be created by
treaty or by joint legislation cannot
PENNSY INSTALLED
now be announced.
been
realized
For Rome lime It has
that the Increasing railway trarflc beChicago, Dec:. 2S. Officials of the
tween the United States and Canada
was likely to render future control Pennsylvania system today announced
over rates difficult, unless some Inter another Important step In the addinational action were taken.
tion of metropolitan conveniences to
Under existing circumstances It Is railroad trains In tho Installation of
not possible to compel either rnllwnys telephone systems aboard all limited
.
or express companies to establish
Chicago and
joint through routes nnd rates to nnd trains between
from points In the two countries.
addition to the service makes
The reasonableness of the Interna- It This
possible, for business men aboard
tional rates which ordinarily ure a trains to transact
matters of import
combination of the rates local to each ance up to the instant tne train leaves
country, can bo determined only by the station. The pioneer telephone
a circuitous proceedings Instituted be- service on railroads was that aboard
fore tho commissions o'f both coun- the Pennsylvania special, the original
tries. No power at present exists thut elghteen-hou- r
train between Chicago
can require carriers engaged in inter- and New York. Telephoning from the
national transportation to establish train was accorded nn Instantaneous
reasonable through joint rates and to welcome by the traveling public. As a
apportion them among the participatconsequence,
limited trains were so
ing carriers In the event they cannot equipped when the great New York
among
themagreement
an
reach
station was opened the lust of Novemselves.
ber. The Importance of the service
Idea
grew
the
situation
Out of this
was echoed in Chicago just recently
international
nn
of
of the creation
when an Important deal was closed
superhave
Bhould
commission which
between a St. Paul and Chicago bust,
visory control over the railways and ness man, the long distance telephone
Innn
doing
other common carriers
connection between the Twin City and
ternational transportation business.
the Chlcagonn's office being switched
to an Instrument aboard the Pennsylvania, special. The Chlougonn's knowlENGINEER OF IF AST TRAIN
edge that the deal was satisfactory to
STRICKEN DEAD AT POST

preu-irntio- ns

uii

the St. Paul man Is said to have enabled the former to make an especially profitable! transaction upon his
in Now York city the next morning.
By the new arrangement a business
man leaving his home or office for
the train can readily be advised of any
eleventh hour mutters which urlse between the time of leaving his headar-rlv- ul

quarters until the train starts,

RAILROAD EMpToyFaT
TUCUMCARI KILLED BY

WHIRLING FLY WHEEL

New-York-

Lancaster, pa., Dec. 28. H.
engineer on tha Pittsburg t
whMv left - Phfladclphtit
suffering
8:40 this morning, while
from an attack of heart disease,
brought his engine to a standstill at
Witmere, a few miles eust of here,
Fireman
as he lapsed unconscious.
Moore found Beck hnnglng out nT the
F.x-prs- s,

on the Klephant Butte railroad spur
to the dam Is now on the home
stretch. The bl;r trestle across Ash
Canon is practically complete nnd
bridge Contractors Brown and Connor have commenced work on the
Spring Canon trestle. The roadbed
sidered.
lacks but a few feet of completion,
and a long line of tiny flags circling
(cliiing Wins In Straight Foils. - the basin and winding away among
Dec. 28. Henry Geh- the hills mark the contour fixed by
Cleveland,
rlng of this city won tne micuuc-weigthe engineers who have been busy
wrestling championship of the during the pnst' week taking grades.
Willoughworld tonight from Walter
The Klo Grande Republican says:
by of Buffalo, N. Y. He won the bout Last Saturday the Santa Fe railroad
32
in two straight falls, the first in
began laying rails on the Y and It Is
minutes and the second in 1 hour and expected that the work will be comweighed
158
minutes. Both men
pleted to the station at the dam by
pounds and were in excellent condi January 1st. There is every reuson
s
tion. Prior to tonlgin contest doui to believe that trains will be running
men had claimed the world's cham- over the line in less than thirty days
pionship.
from date. To 'fix the date with any
degree of certainty Is impossible, for
ZBYSCKO'S MANAGER
there remains some blasting and
heavy grading to be done and there
POSTS FORFEIT F0RG0TCH is
always a chance of accident or
Given, however, the
delay.
New York, Dec. 28.

Independence, Kits., Dec, 2 8.
five situare inches of his skull
and n part of Ills brain pre gone,
Claud Stafford, 1!) years old of Peru,
Kits., Is recovering In a hospital here
from
bullet wound received In Tálala, Oklu., lust Saturday.
Stafford
Ih conscious and carries on an
conversation. He wi"! .'hot by
tho Tálala town marshal.

Family opnly, STtn
Folly umtuimx

A

FRIGHTFUL WOUND

Weston, W. V., Dec. 28.

FASTEST MILE EVER
MADE BY MONOPLANE

ended

How to Makt
Bttter Cough Syrup
You Can Bay

(Hy Morning Journal Hueclat rented Wire
AVushtngton, Dec. 28. As u result

CiirrwpontlrneB to Morning ,1ournnl
Xew York, Dec. 28. If a resolu-

J. H. Herman
of Buffalo, manager for Zbyseko, the
1,000 here
Polish wrestler, posted
tonight as a guarantee that his man
will meet Frank Ootch, the world's
champion. Herman's statement accompanying his forfeit, says:
Replying to the published chal
lenge from Frank Gotch to meet any
wrestler In the world for a $2 0,000
side bet and the best purse obtainable.
winner to take nil, I hereby accept on
behalf of Zbyseko. The only stipulation I make Is that the side bet be
$10.000 Instead of the $20,000 sug
gested by Gotch. I hereby post !."'(
to bind my agreement, and as a guar
Prescott. Ariz.. Dec. 27. While antee
of good raltn, tne numnce oi
visltinir the city, a few days ago $9.000 to be posted upon signing ar
western
general
Hendly,
Jr.,
Charles
ticles.'1
nirent of the Ford automóviles,
headquarters at Denver, publicly stat
(Hd.'h Challenge Accepted1.
ed that he would wager si.uuu mm
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 28. A special
iroin
Montreal, Hue., to tne ntuie
the Ford machine in a race
would triumph from
Prescott to i Phoenix
Journal, quotes Jack Curley, manager
1A n fl ...UU,..,r for Hackensehmidt, as saying ne ac
cap. He stipulated that the type oi cented for his principal the challenge
the on behalf of Frank Gotch, to wrestle
machine to be used was to be of Bui
T of his house, while the
of $20,000 and the gate
it, for a side bet
,k 17 was to be entered against
rpcei nts.
Mr Hendv also stated that If the
Curley says he has wired a $500
race was to be run, he would bring forfeit to a Chicago sporting editor
and will be In Chic ago Friday to make
his machine from Denver, immeumie
Iv
the match.
after an agreement Iswasof signed.
"
.
the stand
Th Ford T roadster
city
In
this
Wrestling lloiit a Draw.
by
several
t tvn used
Montreal. Que.. Dec. 28. For an
and In the contest of a few
hour and fifteen minutes tonight
ago, when it was driven by airs. x..
ku.nfh had a handicap of 65 Hackensehmidt and Steurs. the Bel
miles against the. Buick 17 driven and.- gian. wrestled here and neither Tur
This great
ril a fall.
ownrj by Al V-eHackensehmidt did all the attackin the running time was due
horse-powof the ing, but the strength of the Belgian
to the Indicated
that of the Ford, h.li.ed the latter out oí tight ror- Buick exceeding
Into
C.nieco
with other features, also taken Buick ners. The match was at
consideration and In which the In the Koman style.
excelled. The race terminated
under the handicap, winnCon Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
the 110 mile race by one minute.

mii

COUNTRIES

Hpeelnl

e.

.

FROM

Steps Taken to Form Indepen- Agreement Reached Between
dent Federation to Exercise United States and Canada for
Creation of International
Control Now Vested in Older
Railway Commission,
Body,

.

Second race, 6 furlongs; Banibo
won; Jlosamo, seconu; cune, num.
Time, 1:13

more nppri'priate memorial to Mrs.
Howe would be u bust In the Boston public library.

ROADS OF TWO

UNION

THREATENED

mat

14

AMATEUR JURISDICTION OVER

YOUTH RECOVERING

5.

James Radly in Bleriot Mono-
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Tucumcnrl, N. M.. Dec. 2C While
working at the coal chutes, Weniel
Holm, an employe of the E. P. & 8.
W., met with an accident which later resulted In his death. In some
manner his clothing was caught In
the dutch on the fly rheel of the
ruki line engine that operates the elevator, and before the engine could
be stopped he was whirled around
with the fly wheel a number of revolutions.
Ills right les ws broken
und side badly Injured. Dr. ThoniBon
started with the Injured man to tho
company hospital at Kl Paso, but he
Deceased has
died nt Alnmogordo.
been a resident of Tucumcarl for the
pnst few years, but has no relatives In
He eumo here from
New Mexico.
Missouri and his remains were ser.t
hack to tho old home Thursday evening for burial.

Christmas and New Year
Holiday Rates
VIA

cub window.
In another moment the engineer
would have fallen headlong to the
track. He was carried into an express car, but died before the train
reached this city.

! "X

Mill

AMERICAN CONSUL AT
DALNY VICTIM OF ASSAULT
New York, Dec. 28.

A Bpcclnl dis-

patch to tho Evening Telegram from
Tokio, Japan, states that the America vice consul ut Dalny, Manchuria,
Adolph A. Williamson, was assaulted
at a fish market In Dalny last Friday
by several Japanese and Chinese. It
Is said the affair will be reported to
the state department.
AFFltAY NOT H:JAItl)FJ
SldUOlKLY AT WASHINGTON
Washington, Dec. 28. New of an
assault upon Adolph A. Williamson,
the American vice consul at Dalny, i
Manchuria, reached the Btate department nearly a week ago, but In such
form as to cause the officials to regard the affair us trifling.
Mr. Wllllomson Is acting consul nt
Dalny In the absence of the consul.
He reported to the department that
when he was viewing a fish market he
was assaulted by two Japanese but
his message Indicated that he had
sustained no mark and made light of
the affair.
The state department has taken no
action because Mr. Williamson did
not suggest any. nor will It do so unless it hears from him further on the
subject.

MENINGITIS CAUSED
DEATH OF CHILDREN
Bokoshe, Okla., Den. 28. Following
the death of five children here, snld
to be the result of eating mlsletoe

berries,

the

homes

of

Benjamin

White, and Francis Wright have been

quarantined. Health Officer Hardy
says spinal meningitis caused the
death of the children.
Three of White's children and two
of Wright's died and the officials nny
the town Is threatened with an epidemic of spinal meningitis.
NO PLACE IN FANUEIL
HALL FOR PORTRAIT OF
MRS. JULIA WARD HOWE

d
tor the round trip to all points withFare and
in the state ahd to El Paso, Texas. Tickets on sale Dec.
23, 24, 25, 26, 30 and 31st and January 1 st and 2d.
Final return limit, January 3rd. For further information
call on or address.
J. P. JOHNSON, Agent.
one-thir-

iKfr'
W.H.HahnCo.

American Mloek,
ANTHRACITE
"The Only Good
Cerrillos Lump
Gallup Lump"
MILL WOOD
KINDLINGS
Phone at
"Not a Cliap Coal at a Cticnp Mce,
"But taa Dost Coal nt a Fair Price."
COKE

UMIil

BIUCK

& CO.
GROSS, KELLY
Incorporated
Wholesale Merchants, and Deal)

(

ers in Hides, Wool and Pelts

Navajo Blankets, Pinon Nuts, Roans, Chili, rMatoes: and
Other Native TroductJ

Us Vegas, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.; Tucumcart.
Pecos, N. M.; Logan, N. M., and Trinidad. Colo

Bouses at East
N.

M-- ;

Montezuma Trust Company
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST ALLOWED

oJ7
anK
rh'irhtf
rr

13DO

ON

(T

SAVINGS DEPOSITS

ommerce

Albuquerque,

V

A

CAi'iTAt and 6rn.ri.v9. aoo.ooti.oo
Officers and Dlm-tora- t
K. M. MERrtTT.
W. K. (TH1CKLER
TTTVi.
onriunu
A.M. Cashier
Vlce-l'reand Cashier
Boston, Mass., Dec. 28. The muPresident
t'RA S K A Hl'lU.;
M DOruilI'HTT
nicipal arts commission has refused J. C. BALDnilHJ
WM MclNTOKH
A M. BLACKWEI.L
to permit a portrait of the late Mrs. H W KELLY
Julia Ward Howe to be placed in
'.WiltX'W MWIITIW'Ma,
Manueil hall. Shortly after the death
of the author tit "The Battle Hymn
a memorial comof the
mittee made propositions to have n
portrait of her painted and placed In
Btyllah horses and buggies furFanuell hull.
on short notice by W.
nished
Secretary J. Templeton Coolldge.
Trimble & Co., Ill North Beyond
SL
Albuquerque Lumber Co., 423 N.
street: phon I.
Jt..' :.f the Municipal Arts committee
said the committee had decided to
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad refuse to sanction this, and that
s.

e.

.

Oak and Maple Polished Flooring
Builders Supplies

1st

'

' THE ALBUQUERQUE

DEPARTMENT
INSURANCE
WARM

OF

800 share; W. P. Lewis, 960 shares;
H. M. Onge, 820 shares, and C. M.
Hotls. 160 share. The company

BIG

MORNING
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POLYTECHNIC VOTERS

plan a lnrge irrigation system on the
Peñasco river.

GETS

NEW TRAIN SERVICE ON
SOUTH END MAKES A

HIT WITH RINC0NITES

PRAISE

SCHOOL III CITY
OF PHOEWIX

26

LUG

REGISTER

IN BATTLE

AT

OR

1101'

People Who Work
Indoors With Their Hands

FOR

AGAINST

Seamstresses, watch-maker- s,
artists, draughtsmen, and many others
cannot properly handle their tools
with cold, stiff hands. Many a lost
hour or two on cold winter mornings results from the delayed heat
of furnace or stove.
The Perfection Oil Heater in
a few minutes gives the temperature that assures the worker warm
hands and pliable muscles. . The

STATEHOOD

BORRADAILES

(Rincón Recorder.)
Coming event
cast their shadows
Indiana Magazine Says Old before. The Santa Fe traffic manager
has announced
that a new freight
States Might Well Take Les- train
will be put on between Hincón
son Fiom New Mexico in and El Paso.
This Unking our little village with
Protecting Policyholders.
one of the greatest railroad and com
merclal centers of the southwest is
one of the most significant things tha
Imperial Dtupsteh la lb Morning JoarnnlJ
hag occurred for some time. The new
Burila Fe. N. M., Pec 28. From schedule is authorized
by General
the state of Senator Beverldge cornea Manager Fox and General Superln
an
unexpected praise for one of the gov- tendent Kouns, and In making thestat-enouncement to the public It was
ernment department of the territory
that thl Is to be done for the pur
of New Mexico and an admission that posn of enabling the supply houses
wm, thing, at least, are done bet- of El Paso to reach Demlng, Silver
ter In the Sunshine Btatea than In City and the mining district to the
Baya west, and to afford a better outlet for
gome other commonwealth.
"Hough Notes," a Journal devoted to the Mesilla valley north to Alhu

Wargement of Present High Important Matter Should Be Every Patriotic Citizen Should
Be at Polls Election Day and
Attended to Without Delay,
School at Cost of $150,000
InVote for Ratification of ConWill Give Arizona Model
or Some May Find Them'
stitution,
stitution,
selves Disfranchised,

Morning Journal
(Santa Fe New Mexican.)
The attention of the voters resid
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 26. Within ing in Precinct No. 28, Is respectfully
The campaign against '.he constl- the next four weeks, the board of canea to tne rtict mai ine registration tutlon ha collapsed. But there 18 a
trustees of the Phoenix high school, books for that precinct are In the of- - large
silent electorate that Is op
expects to be in posesslon of the com- flee of John II. Borradalle, 121 South posed and
amun.t.1,1,99
that the
pleted plans for the new buildings to Third street. AH voters should regis- - radicalto statehood,ofthat fears
the democratic
elements
be erected in connection with the present high school structure, bonds for ter their names and addresses Imme- counties may gain dominance on one
n
which In the sum of 1S0. 000, have dlatejy, or they may find themselves hand or that the
Absolutely tmohekss and odorhss
With the without a vote on election day. Af- - citizens will wield too great an inalready been approved.
completion of these buildings, Phoenix ter January 11 It will be too late to fiuence In the new state on the other
will have an Institution, Polytechnic register, as the books will be closed
quickly gives heat, and with one filling of the font burns steadily for nine hours,
hand. These enemies of statehood
In nature, and covering a far wider
llame spreader which
without smoke or smell. Has automatic-lockin- g
ten days before the election.
are not saying much, but they will be
Insurance and the Industrie:
querque.
field than Is now possible.
"Many of the old atate might well
It la a well known fact that at ev - lat the polls In full force, and it there- - prevents the wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and i easy to remove
The work of perfecting these plans
la a virtual acknowledgement
This
so
cleaned.
back
quickly
y
In
wick
of
Norman
drop
can
be
the
and
ery election there are dozens of men! fore behooves every patriotic New
the hands
Architect
take lewon from the frontier terrl-tor- from high authority of the Importance is
Angeles, and already who fail to register, depending on for- - Mexican to be at the polls, too, on
K. Marsh of
It hss damper top and a cool handle. Indicator slways shows the amount
of New Mexico In the conduct of of Rincón In railroad traffic between he
to the
plans
submitted
floor
has
filler-cap
does not need to be screwed down ; It is put in
of oil in the font. The
lest the battle be lost to
their Insurance department. Jaeobo the north and the south and the east board which huve, in part at least, mer registrations to qualify their vote. (January 21,
like a cork in s bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain, and cannot get lost.
If you live In Precinct 26, register "General'- - Indifference,
Chave, superintendent of Insurance and the west. It Is an admission that been approved and In which it is ex
very little change win De at Horraduile'g. . And do it now, be
It is no longer a battle for or
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new device
of New Mexico, Issues frequent bulle- It I the gateway through which the pected that
Has Architect fore you forget it.
against the constitution, but a battle
In construction, and consequently, it can always be easily unscrewed in an
tin setting forth fact a gathered by produce grown In the agricultural sec- - ordered. Ho completely
grasp
general
to
the
Marsh
seemed
for or against statehood.
instant for rewicking. The Perfection is finished in japan or nickel, is strong,
hi department which are not only of tlon In the south must reach mar Idea of the members of the board, it Is
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
durable,
interest to Insurance buyer of the ket, through which the ores mined In believed that the completed plane as
Not Necessary to Change Hooks.
state, but, If the frequent warning the richest mining district In the ter- he will aubmlt them will be promptly
Dealers Everywhere. If not at yaun, write far dMKriptiiH circular
CLARK
AND There is much to the contention
to the nearest agency of the
therein contained are followed, are rltnry must pass, and likewise through accepted and bids for the erection of LLOYD
.
X
"""'3
buildings asked.
of the teachers of San Miguel county
certain to prove of great value. In which increasing trafilo must go in theWhile
separ
plans
call
will
the
for
text
that
books should not be
school
tie warns the way of supplies to those sume
til bulletin Just Issued
ate structures,
is planned to erect
changed next February. New Mexico
1
against the patronage of unauthorized mining districts. It ha been a long but three at thisit time,
(IneorporaUd)
these three De
can well await statehood before mak
1
concern and point out how danger- - time coming but even the most skepti- lug so arranged as to utilize the pre'
iiMiMt1ffgMMMMlsWsas
AGAIN
any
ing
changes, for a change at the
Ulti
J.JII.IMI1II
ii
ou It
nrir "urn m r
to put trust in tnese 'jnoer- - cal ar now admitting that thl I ent structure for some time.
present
Is
exIntended to remove the
time Is unnecessary, and
grounder.
destined to become at an early date mately It
building and erect in Its stead
pensive.
In many families the text
"Communication
continue to come one of the Important town of south present
inevitable because of brevity. The
an administration or main uuiicmig,
books used by the older children are
to thl department from people who em New Mexico. When It conies to thereby carrying out In full the origi
Tl ROUBLE
passed to the younger ones, as they ACTUAL RESULTS OF author has tried hard, however, to
state they have policies' in such and location and reconrces the develop
nal Idea of the architect,
present at least the most Important
enter the same grades. Statehood will
The assembly or central building
auch a company and want to know If ment of which make a town there is
representatives in each field. Whena large assembly hall
make some changes in text books on
they are authorised to transact bus! no locality In the territory that ha will contain
ever several namps of equal promiand gallery and two study halls to
geography and history, and may nenes In this territory, he say. With- any the best of us, and you can count seat
nence appeared those were chosen
1400 students.
The science hall
cessitate the substitution of new books
y
out exception they refer tr various on the fingers of one hand all those will be a
and basement Two Small Boys Confess to inside
whose activities have been devoted
PROPER FEEDING also
of another year. Educators do
ronaerns known a 'exchanges' and that are a good. It remains for us structure, containing departments for
to particularly Jewish affairs. It
Various rPttV Rl'rffiflNPS! not always fully realize that a grlev
'underwriters' which are conducted to arouse to a realizing sense of our all the sciences, including agriculture,
is to be hoped that the present work
tj u i urn ji jo iu )uui pulenta 10 ut
upon the mutual plan. Thl depart- opportunities and make the best of horticulture, meteorology and astron
ll
will meet with the approval of the
omy.
Police otUmped aS tO What out a numerous family with text
ment hit Issued repeated warnings them.
public, as it is probubly the only book
The household arts or home econo
OWLS
books, but they should at least on
against Insuring with these concern
y
y
Do
to
With Incorrigibles,
in which the reader may find a
and
mics building will be a
the score of economy reduce the numuntil they fully comply with the law
basement with equipment for houseof Jewish
of
field
the
entire
changes
to
a
of
ber
minimum.
keeping, cooking,
millinery, sewing,
of the territory. If our citizens per
contributions to the world's prog
hammering, leather carving, do
KILLED BY metal
sist In accepting contract In theae GRADER
ress."
After being good for two months,
science,
mestic
lunches.
for
cafeteria
concern and then have cause for
Practical Test of Balanced The Introduction by Mr. Rosenthal
laundry and a ward for nursing.
Lloyd Clark, aged 10, and Johnnie
complaint they have no one to blamo
among other things: "One pecuA shop building will also be erected
AT Ration Best Proof of How Hen says
y
department
but themselves as thl
structure with French, aged 8, are again In trouble. OLD
and will be
liar truth appears' in this recital of
departments for wood and Iron work Yesterday evening Lloyd and Johnnie
cannot enforce the payment of claim
achievement in all the many
May Be Encouraged to Do Jewish
ing and a central power plant.
In unauthorized companies and the
of
human endeavor. In all
by
fields
were
police
on
sus
the
arrested
buildings
of
will
The
be
class
c
policyholder
are entirely at their
their efforts and successes, humanBest.
Her
In
wooden
brick
with
construction
plclon
knowing
of
something
about
mercy. These concern comply with
WOMAN'S CLUB
ity's welfare, the feeling for progteriors. Th exterior will be plastered. several petty burglaries reported dur
no law and would rather do busines
ress, intellectual, moral, social and
It is planned at a later date to erect
past
days.
ten
Following
ing
the
DYNAMITE
through underground method than
frame building which will be equipped
physical, are everywhere attendant,
"Improving
on
sometimes
nnture"
is
metHod
on
their
occasions
used
other
a gymnasium.
pay taxe which are met by all aupresent as commanding spirits
are
a.KMivilninff
Of
who,,
amiiBn1
lmtti
trustees
Members
of
alleged
Impos
board
to be unwise if not
the
it
thorized companies. Most of theae con.
urging action.
seen yesterday, stated that boys denied any knowledge of the Attractive MUSICal frOgraiTI 01 sible.
were
who
cern could not get Into the territory
In asking Dr. Sllber to devote his
It was planned to make of the new
jonunuea questioning uy i
The fact is that a little en mental
to transact business legally if they Blown Up While Leaving Night high school, one of the most utlll ourgiuries.
gifts and wide knowledge to
Honored
Favorites
lime
at
oí
police
however,
couragement
McMinin.
much
nature will do
were to try. They claim to sell Injurtutlan institutions In the southwest. chief
produc tion of this work, the writer
the
Togeth
a
finally
brought
to"purIs
confession.
allowed
better than if she
They claim that the uverage high
Meeting Friday Afternoon,
ies but when they dodge their shrdl
is no distinc.
Shift, Body of Luckless Em school
was conscious thai tin-rserves only aH a sort of pre er, during the past week, they had
stie the even tenor of her way.
anee cheaper than the stock com.
or faith in letters, science,
paratory
tor
school
tha
universities
a
hch,
Some
Take
a
'instance.
an
for
rifle
from
saddle
nl
a
ploye at Engle Dam Is Found )ver
stolen
in
dodge
they
when
panic
but
ninety per cent or the children ley behind a. saloon, and had "cach
people say
nature intended her art or action.
pay
or
claim
The
Just
their
musical pro to lay just that
do not get beyond the high school
Next
Morning,
twelve
In
a
box;
ckks a yenr and
Johnnie French gram of the Woman's club will be held
in long time notes. It I found to be
and it Is planned to Instruct them In ed" the rifle
those branches which will be of prac alone had stolen a knife and a pipe in the club rooms tomorrow after anything above that is abnormal.
the most expensive insurance thnt
The fact Is that a hen is just like NEW DIRECTORY
tical value to them when they go out from a rooming house on South First noon. The program is made up en
could be bought.
The law provides IHpeelul Dlapatrll to
OF
Morning Journul
into the world, it is lntenctea to em
street, gained entrance to the room tlrely of famous old ballads and prom a horse or a cow. If you want a
that every agent of a company must Hincón, NT. M., the
ploy the latest methods In instructing from which the articles were stolen
you
horse
heavy
to
loads
feed
haul
Uurely
28.
Dec.
have a certificate of authority from
Ises to be one of the musical treats him accordingly; If you want a cow to
n tho usual courses, shortening tnern
K, where possible without affecting the with a skeleton key, borrowed from on the club calendar.
thin department and If the people alive and badly mangled, John
The program give plenty of good milk you pay some
Lloyd
Clark In full follows:
would Insist In calling for these cer- Kersay, member-odesired to be attained and IhereDy his brother, Walter.
the grading gang end
TO
NEW
attention to her feeding; if you want
In
giving
gone
the told how he had
time for the instruction
across the Klo
tificate or license before taking the spur to the Elephant Butte dam.
Program.
eggs from a hen you feed her accordlast .week, scouted around a
Grande
out Insurance much trouble and an- was discovered lying in a cut near trades.
.
solo,
.Chaminade
Piano
Automne.
Is fmple ground surround
ingly.
noyance would be avoided. This de- Ash Canyon at daylight Christmas ingThere
until the proprieMrs. George Everltt.
the present high school buildin? grocery store
Actual results are more convincing
partment ha in every way endeavand
then stole Vocal Solo (a) Loch Lomond....
morning and died at noon. Keray, for the proposed enlargement and if tor went out
than argument, in the case of the hen
BE ISSUED
ored to drive these concern from the who was working on the night shift. the present plans of the trustees are $1.25, all thnt the cash drower
(b)
Love's
Old
Sweet
as of anything else.
territory and the only way success can went off shift at half past three In carried out, the time Is not far dis contained.
Lloyd
stole a pistol
MollySong
Mr. J. W. Allen of 1028 North
of the the morning and la supposed to have tant when Phoenix will have the larg- from Newlnnder's shop on South
be attained is by
Mrs. Hugh Collins.
Eighth street told F. W. Fee, the feed
est and best equipped high school In First street and hid it In a box car.
people themselves.
All policyholders
get
entered the cut Just In
Trombone Solo
to
man, the following:
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of a large city, who
the
to
everything of lirst class Importance man who buys the fruit in the east,
foot In any sort of a car
in that act will come before llm su- or even by the Jobber who purchases do not set
beginning to nd of the
preme court at the impending term. the car In orne of the principal east- or train from are
mostly perrons who
They
As a matter of fact, the year.
The commodities clause will be there ern cities.
mananement of the northern Callfor-l- a iive in or near their working places
nsain; the oucslion of the constitu-tMiufair Is experiencing extreme diffi- In different parts of the city, and who
a l.ite will
riiíht lo proa-libr to do much traveling
culty In findinii a sufficient numer are too
be tin re; the famous 'section 20, of first-clafruit still hanninK on shout. Thus there Is j.res. ntcd the
v,Hfch prod.-- publicity and unr.'crm
California
northern
the trees of the
ly of the city with tlie cr.ut- aitfuniing will be passed on.
orange groves with which to make a .inarm
of transportation, posse- variety
est
But this is only the beginning. The rredltabie exhibit. The hot weather sing
the
larest number of peralso
valleys
sixteen hour law. relating to railway of the summer In the Interior
any.
of
tire
make
never
sons,
Jt
who
than
along
faster
employes
in interstate commerce, brings the fruit
moderate temoera-ture- s means of travel except thai' vtun
win tme up f'T final adjudication. comes in theofmor
niUui.
the mountains. Santa which they were provided
south
Th railroads have Insistid that it is Darbani
independent.
unconstitutional and will attempt to
liC
this
paper published
A comic
break it uown.
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad city, was compelled to susp, tid puhll- Then there arc the cases ini.rlvitis
1
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MISSISSIPPI:

FRIDAY?

AtmosWrite and Tell Us How Delightful Southern
ProducAbout
Clever
phere
Ends
Two People Can Make
tion Booked for Saturday
Meet on Eighteen Dollars
Night at Theater,
Per Week,

If so,

The discussion as to whether two
people can live 0:1 Í13 per week;
whether love can find a way in the
Is
bills.
face of growing- grocers'
growing warm. The unique contest
inaugurated by the Mornlns Journal,
interest
has attracted considerable
nnd the answers to this query are
coming in every day. If you have
any ideas on this all Important topic,
better send them in. It means a set
of box seats at the performance of
"Paid in Full." Friday niht for the
best answer; two of the best reserved seats for the second best answer
and two good seats for the third best.
All communications must be In by tonight, for the play comes tomorrow
and the results must be unnounced in
Fridny morning's paper, when we
shall print the answers of the prize
winners and announce who gets the
seats.

The Great American 1'lay.
"Paid In Full" is almost here. Who
will not lock forward with pleasure-abl- e
expectancy to seeing the greatest
drama of the generation, the most
popular ever brought out in this
country? May be you are one of the
two and a" half millions of persons
who have seen It. Possibly you were
of those who flocked to it in such
number in New York that it was kept
running for two solid years on Broadway; or perhaps you saw one oí the
five companies that presented it all
over the country last season? If so
you will be the more eager to see it
now, for such Is its appealing power
that' the oftener one sees it the
one wishes to. That Is way it
has been playd by five companies, the
largest number that ever nppeared In
one play, and that Is why It has been
seen by more persona than any other

"A CSentleman from

Mississippi,"

Fischer and the special New York company, comes to
the Klks' ther.ter Saturday night under the direction of Wm. A. Brady.
Thrse who have seen the play say
there are more genuine hearty laughs
in it then in a dozen farce comedies.
Nor Is It lacking In sentiment. It
Is strong In heart interest, some of
which is mirth provekinc; and again
filled with beautiful sentiment. There
is a delightful southern atmosphere
about !t that suggests the land of pine
and the palmetto. "A Gentleman
with Robert

A.

from Mississippi" enjoys the distinc
tion r.f four recird breaking rims
thirteen solid months in New York,
four months in Boston, four months
in Philadelphia and six months in
Chicago.
Prominent in the special
company t'net will be seen here are

Fischer. John Hut lor, AV.
Arthur H. Kbbets,
H. T wnsend,
Thomas A. Irwin, Krnest Kvcrs,
Frank Hartwell, 10. H. Bender, Wal- a
ter Pollock, Oeorgo H. Palmer,
Meffert, Leah Heard, Jane (Key,
Jane Fernley. Iieulah Watson, I.ute
Adams and others.
Robert

A.

Kif.-m-

"MEGAN'S
ONE SCREAM

BALL"

FRO!

oft-en-

play.

Paid in Full'' is the niof.t powcrfnl
It is
stry ever told on the stage.us know
lived all about us. Most of
a Joe Brooks, a weakling who bcl'cv-e- d
the world owed him its good
thiiiKs. and failing to get them honestly, tried to take them from the
The Joe
poiket oí hi" employer.
Kr.mks ,.i "Prld in Full." begins to
steal in the hour his young wife utters her first word In bitterness
against the poverty that until then
she had endured without complaint.
iVfeat meets him in theft as in a!!
else. There Is speedy discovery,
whereupon be shows the craven and
srks to baiter his wife to saenothim-a
There is
self from prison.
moment of the play that Is not
Interesting, nm an Instant
that does n' t vibrate with
As all the five companies in "Paid
New York In
in Full" appeared !n
the many engagements of the plav
there. It is r. New York cast that will
le reen Ii this city. I'ndei any conditions the coming of "Paid in Full"
would excite a decree of interest posthe
plav, while
sible to no other
lirumlw of FeelnT it ai txl by a brilliant New Y rk east gives K'at'T
tru tiTcneus to the occasion.

por.

t- -

Co ytt

new
A Gentleman From Mississippi

The Washington Society Girls" in Will mm

STARTJO

END

Days,

Tell Your Friends
will he grateful to you
lor letting them know that
Tiiiavn:i:
this
Will Of'Vr a
NOTAIU.JJ PftODlCTlOX
Of Eugene Walter's Play of
Real, lJf.

cities.

-

Mark

Recalliim

Twain's statement," that there are
really only seven different Jokes, all
of which were sprung In the enrl.t
stages of human history, the discouraged editor announces that lie has
fciven up the struggle until some original genius conies to his rescue. It
is pOfciiible, however, that In making
his lugubrious statement the editor
himself has sprung a new and original
joke on hla subscribers.
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TO SINK BIG SHAFT
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v.
tliis year is entirely
woom war
rcli mri.ilxr of the cast
.,.-ar- e

in vaudeville.

The Musical hum.

original, tuneful nnd
the dialogue mirth provoking.
nu.,

and
"Hie

...
Mack is as Jovial as ever
ng
meet her with his orinin:
in good humor
kM.,1 th. audience
-

iii-- a

the entire performance
,hr.,l.ut
Murray Is the twin entertainer

j

j

I

... - s

Knthusiastlcally applauded by
TWO MILLION. 1'IVK
THOCSAND VF11SONS
as the most popular play of
the American St:i;;e.
Uccortl Hun oí Two Years 1"
New York.
To be presented here Willi
Cast. ComSpecially
plete scenic, production.
of Tills
1'iOMt PerformancePlay Kvor .Ivon.
SI. ATS AT MATSON K.
Salo Opens 1
1ICN-DKK-

(lobo. Ariz.. Dec. St- -- The Insplr-wlImllK di-- f
ation Copper company
a
atcly start the slnliiiiv
partmeiit shaft near the enlrance to
its large working tunnel. Ibis largo
shaft will be the main working channel Tor that portion of the great In
ore zone lying beneath the
splratli'-level of the main tunnel. This is only
.further con.lrniation of the Inspiration company's Intention to develop
lis great i re deposit on a m ale commensurate with Us unusual aren.
That this portion of the property,
contiguous to the town of Miami, la
to be the center of the nsplratlon'd
futuiv operations Is further shown
by "Ii" company's Intention to start
movla ; lis offices from the presen!
loca'lo i to the vicinity of these main
workings.
Recent reports from the
various engineers that have
the pr perty have been very conservative, the estimules of the ore deelop-- d
being based on an average thickness of tha ore body of two hundred
'feet, while, in fuel, In a large number of hides the i burn tirilla pene
tmted commercial ore to A depth of
five hundred feet.'
ll

six-co-

Ccle-brale- cl

-

i
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ELKS' THEATER

ivtafay, January 2
The Famous Originals

i

MurrayáMack

British and American Slums

Compared

In

Through sensational magazine and
newspaper writers tho country has become familiarized with what are called the horrors of the slum districts of
our big cities. Singularly enough, the
Blums do not Impress visitors from
abroad, who have seen real slum conditions, as they do the space writers
of thia 'Country and
According to Father Vaughn, the
great London preacher, the slum districts of New York impressed him as
bright, cheery, hopeful placea as compared with tha slums of London. 11a
saw none of the dull, sodden,' hopeless degradations of tho worst parta of
London in New York. On the contrary
the majority of the faces which he
saw on tho Hast Side of New York
struck him as those of wideawake,
eagerly against tho leashes of proverty
and ignorance which held them nuca.
His stardard of living may bo low,
Judged from tha American standpoint
but It Is higher than that to which
coming
he was accustomed before
here, and to a considerable extent It
Is kept low In order that he may accumulate faster. At home h was
unable to accumulate nt all. His ambitions Hre aroused to take advantage
either for himself or for his children
of the opportunities opened to him
here und denied to him before he
came to this ountry.
Naturally, the dull, sodden hope
lessness of the Kuropean slum!?, pre- vadlng practlcully all denizens therein, Is the exception rather than the
rule In the slums of our big cities.
There are no generations of native
slub-breThe next (roneratlo.ns of
the present slum dwellers will he out
of them, their places taken by further
immigrants from Kurope who In turn
will arise above them In tho majority
of cases. Of course there Is a differ
ence between tho outlook of the slum
dwellers In this country and those
abroad. Ours have a futuie and know
Healtleposl- It. The others have not.
Intelligeticer.
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SEE THE DANCE OF THE
GRIZZLY BEAR

150 Laughs, 16 Song Hits
PRICES: 50e, 75c, $1.00
SEATS AT MATSON'S
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TYPEWRITER
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Advantage.

"The Machine Von Will

"I must say," complained the woman tourist, "that I don't understand
why people come to this hotel mi
no amusements,
no good
FCeneiy,

Huy.

Underwood

"
cuisine, no
"I'ai'tlong. mailame," Interrupted ttu
host, "but we have r,e
label
to stick on ze' luggage."

Typewriter Co.

Incorporated:'
321

West

Ave. A'lhiiqiicrnuc--
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ELKS' THE AT E
SIX MONTHS IN
CHICAGO

OVER AYEAR IN
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In thes-- .lays of chaotic- stage conand manditions, when
agers are laboring so launch forth
plays, musical comedies, and t" satisfy the craze for refined uum illi that
orne of the darinn
will counteract
noticeable- In so
risque potpourri
manv pomilar musical comedies of the
day, it is a satisfaction to sno. m..i
Murray & Mack in "I inneuan x i.au.
comedy that
A musical
oresf-nThere is
fastidious.
Ihf
finish, nnd
a scream from start to

W. K.

roy-stert-

Hons-evelUu-

.

Murray and Mack's Musical
Farce Comedy Will Make
Albuquerque Laugh in a Few

0
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Broadway's Gilded Mile to
converted into a confirmed pessimist
0 by reading
'Smash All Records and
the contributions offered
to him. many of which, be asserts,
Quarts of Champagne were
deciphered by the archaeologists
Will Go Way of All the Earth. working among the ruins t ancient THE GREAT AMERICAN PLAY
SiHwial

.ji

?T
?

111
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ELKS THEATER

new jokes. As the periodical in quesone Insui d by students o'f Columbia university, and had Its circulation among the under graduates of
the university, it is not. likely to be
missed until alter the latter return
from the holiday vacation. The editor decíales that he has offered
tempting prizes running up to $25
for a new Joke, or evrn for a new
version for an old one that will be
good enough to pass muster with the
reading public, and that he has been

tion
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conceded that much energy In this line
A little more
has been misdirected.
alertness, a llltlo moro science and
little more stringency will work
wonder. The chief need is to get out
of the rut, that "things are all r Ik lit,
don't worry'' and do a little worrying.

Pra.ldTit

IV A. MACPHKnsoN
,1AM KS
JM.ACK

peace may lie on the
Managing Editor
Universal
Kdltnr
City Editor way, but it would be hard to find ft
KATES
A!vartllnJ Manager specimen of Younif America who
would be satisfied with an essny on
HpraiilntWa,
Weater
V. J AMII.KMIM,
pence Instead of a toy KUn for Christ
JJullrflng, Chicago, III.
Marqnrtt

a

H. DANA JOHNSON
W. A. KUt.EHEK
K.

Faatira

mas.

ltpwitntlvei

KAI I II R. Ml I.I.IUAN,
la park Mow, Sim Vurk.

Rntrrl

ft

aaeonA-elaa-

a

said Dr. Cook's second en- It
trnnce Into New York was ho iiulel
1

mattar at Ik

pnainfrira lit AtlmonTqua, N. M., undar ul you could heiir n iim drop.
ul I'unirrn of March I, 1(71.
ni Ji.i) A
JOIKVAf. IS THK
TUB MORNHO
IVIUNO KU t HI If'AN I'AI'tXR IIP NKtV
Mt.XIIO, HI I'I'OK T1VO THK fHlNt'U'l.KH
The tittentlon of thla newspaper has
ttV TIÍK Btri HI ICAN PAHTV Al.ly THK
TIMK, AMI Till? MKTIMMWI OP THK KK-1-- 1 been called by ft number of citlaenn
AKK
WHEN Til.
HI It AS

ikf.matohv.

feat statehood under a constitution
approved by a large majority of the
constitutional convention and of the
people, are making a serious error.
Public utterances of representatives
of the league make It appear that the
personality of tho delegates enter
largely Into the motive of their opn
movement
The
position.
In New Mexico ha been growing and
a little more broad minded attitude
on the part of the leaguers nt this
materially strengthen
would
time
their cause. The people do not believe that prohibition should go Into
tho constitution and there is no use
trying to stretch a minority sentiment to cover the atate. The Pecos
Valley News of Artesla, in the fresh
water country, ha
the following
strong statement on the subject:
As il factor for the betterment of
conditions, genernlly, and the working out of a well devised scheme of
temperance for the entire country, the
prohibition party la nn uniitiullfied
success.
As n political factor, baaing tin principles on but one founda
tion, huvlng for Its purpose but one
Idea, the prohibition party is a flat
failure. That such is tho case nt the
present time is more than fortunate
for New Mexico, for If the prohibition party stood ns strong in polities
as it docs In moral work, the fate of
the constitution would be In the
balance, with a. grim possibility of
defeat.
Up to this time the News has supn
ported every move of the various
societies, saving only on one
occasion.
We have cheerfully given
of our space to aid the work of pro
anti-saloo-

to the fact that the mutter of garbage
disposal Is not being properly handpapar
any
than
rlmtlathia
lbr
Lamer
Tha only paper la Mew led. It Is a fact well known to many
In Nrw Matlco.
Mrtlnt Imurd eerjr dar la III fear.
persons Jiving in the neighborhood of
"
TKRWI OF 81 nst'KlrTIONI
places where, garbage la dumped
toe tha
Dally, by mall, on month ,
too at present. The cily has tin crematory
Uully. by carrier, on month
" "Tha Morning Journal baa a htgber fir- - worthy of the name for the burn
fitting tlinn la uernrdrd l any Ing of rubbish, something that any
rnlalura
American
at luir paper In Nf Mnleo."- -1
well regulated city of the Blze should
.wtuNir Hlwrlory.
Thi matter should be looked
KKW MEXICO have,
Al lll gi KKgl K
Into without delay. At present the
bulk of the city refuse Is being; dellOOST.
posited near the river, Just outside the
no to I he IiIk statehood meeting lit city limits, to the south. This la bound
the F.Iks' theater tonight and boost. to result in a very undesirable condl
It marks the beginning; of the ac tlon; because, as pointed out pre'
tivo campaign for statehood. It Is a viouHy, the Imaginary line of the corcampaign, the uceen of which affects poration limit has no terrors for a
your poeketbouk.
It li a campaign iferm or a smell. It la understood that
building
a prosperous orne arrangement was talked of or
of
for the
stale, one of the two last to shed the made with the scavenger company
whereby It was to build a crematory.
shackles of a territorial form of
Ih toe continental United If this was not done It should be done
and If such action wn taken, the
Htate. It la a cnmpnlKn for
better government, busi- order should be enforced.
Here, we believe, I one phase of
n
ness government and hence a
the
health situation which should be
man
is
In which every business
Make It 1.1,000.
Interested
ho mutter what bin polí- looked Into by the committee of the
Let no voler who is in favor of the
tica or whether he lm any politic or Commercial club recently appointed adoption of the constitution fall to
to devise ways nnd menus for n
not.
record that fact by hla Vote on the
city.
healthier
tell
lea
will
Leader of the both purl
twenty-firs- t
of January. The bigger
you why you should vote o ratify thla
tho majority for adoption the better
KKWIJIl COX MIXTIONS.
constitution and ensure New Mexico
tho Impression created for NeW Mexi
Immediate statehood. They will show
With the approaching; completion co abroad and the greater the prosper
you where it la to your huitines
new sanitary
of the city'
sewer ity that will follow at home. Let us
make It fifteen thousand, at leust.
to vote for a business-like- ,
system there I a considerable awakHocorro Chieftain.
law, nd ahow congrega that ening of interest among taxpnyers
bucked u to the sewer connections.
her sensible p rítanle act
It will
The (Jail of the lloli-tallpractically by the aolld sentiment of cost private citizens an aggregate of
The Itaton Reporter says: "A vote
New Mexico.
thousands of dollars to get these
against the constitution Is NOT a
made. If possible, the city vot0 against statehood,
but against
ANOTIIKIl ItHJCY.
would make a big hit with Its people the OANQBTERS, nnd for a better
by arranging to make the sewer con-i- constitution."
As a result of tha meeting Tuesday
iions, or laying the drains to the
Careful reading of political history
night, this Commercial club has made
an Important addition to the list of houses, nnd assessing the property for a century past proves conclusive
ly thnt tho party In power is always
"Our rólleles." This la "A Healthier owners for the cost minus tho plumthe "Gangster" crowd In the opinprofit.
ber's
is
city,
Tha
underIt
City." One of the object for club
ion of the mils.
work, us outlined in the original Hat, stood, enjoys a very reasonable rate
As for a better constitution the ma
sewer
on
many
pipe,
and
are
there
jority of democratic members voted
was to advertise the city ns a health
refcort; now this I reinforced by the who are asking If the taxpayer could for tho present draft as "the best ob
tainable." Forty elections would not
aim of milking the city live up to thla not bo allowed to share the benefit of make the minority a majority, nnd It
advertising. As the result of the agi- this rate. If this procedure I pos- takes a lot of gull for the bob-taito
tation for better sanitation, stinted by sible, It will have the further good claim tbut the minority I composed
rr. Robert Smart, In this newspaper,' feature of assuring that nil residences of more capable or more honest men
tho majority.
the club has entrusted a committee are promptly connected with the lat- than
Knougli votes against the constitu
with a careful Investigation of local erals.
tion would defeat statehood for many
The subject should at least be dis- yenrs,
health conditions, this committee to
but fortunately for tho people
cussed.
Hewer
connections und the of New Mexico, the mnjorlty vote is
incorpórate In its report suggestions
Hnton Range.
for Improvement.
This la in line with cost thereof are going to loom large with tho constitution.
plan of the club, as before the ultimate consumer before
the common-sens- e
between city nnd
shown In other clises; to find out what long.
connec-- j
Is needed and suggest ways and means citizens for prompt sewer
to supply the need.
Th action of Hums at reasonable cost will go far

itn.nr.

1

nnti-saloo-
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hibition and have counted It a privilege to assist in our small way Hut
wo have nothing in common with the
work tho Itev. J. I. Seder and his as.
soelatea have at present laid out for

themselves, tha defeat of the constitution of New Mexico. The opposition from that source is foolish and
egotistical. The gentlemen in question desire the defeat of the constituIt does not ccitaln
tion because
prohibition, their pet hobby. The pet
hobby of tho democratic party, at
least one of the pet hobbles, was
of New Mexleft out, but the
ico democracy are supporting the constitution. Tho pet hobbles of many
republican delegutes In the convention are left out of the constitution,
bu these men are working hard for
the adoption of nn Instrument that
will speedily assure us of the long
wished for statehood. And most of
all, the editor of the News has reason
to feel aggrieved. There la a pro- vision requiring nil state officers to
be over 30 years of age, a provision
which absolutely cuts us off from the
governorship for many years to come,
but we are not asking that u new
convention be called to correct this
most glaring error. We lire supporting the constitution.
if it Is really tile purpose of the
n
NVw Mexico
league to
defeat the constitution, they will fall
far short, of their goal. Their Influence Is not such that the voters of
this territory will vote against the
y
best Interests of New Mexico to
the league's spite at the members of the convention. It is to be
regretted that matters hove come to
such a puss. The position taken by
the officers of tho league may injure
the work in tho new etute, nt least it
will not tend to make friends for the
league among the citizens who are
supporting the constitution.
Anti-Saloo-

aat-Isf-

cam-pitlg-

con-necll-

ii

ls
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toward making this great health
provement Immediately effective.

the flub shows that

It believes there
need for improvement.
In thla
belief It is supported by the people
Of the city.
The work of this committee cannot help, but be beneficial to the Intercut of the community. We are
Kin tl the club bus taken hold of this,
ft
dispassionately,
other problem,
vigorously and In a business-lik- e
way.
The health agitation, little over a
Week old, has already bad valuable
results In pointing out placea where
Improvement Is needed. It has shown
that physicians ale careless about
observing some of the health regulations; that the
ordinance has not been properly enforced; that the district Just outside
the city limits ara deplorably lacking
Is

sanitation and that quarantine regIn and out ol the city ara not
mm
xtriitly enforced as they should
be; that citixens in gen.ial are careless about their premises; that garbage Is not proj
disposed of, disinfectants are rarely used, that files
might be exterminated by proper
measum, that shallow w.lls are used
for drinking water, which Is liable to
In

ulation

infection.
Already the objector have
been
shown the folly of glossing over actual conditions and the folly uf our
tr log to furnieh the country an Ideal
hta'th resort unless we keep Hie
brooms nusy. Tlv phjsl-lanx- ,
the
people, the Commercial club, have
Been the necessity of oolllei ntlng per.
sonalltles, looking nctuHl facts In th

face and mending the breathe In the
wall against disease. It la not a ber- -'
culean job by any means. Hut H la
a Job which, to I properly accomplished, needs the help of every man.
The mayor at the meeting Tuesday niKht. pointed out tho lack of
funds to carry out a sanitation scheme
a elntmrate us
proposed In
onie

quarter.

It is, of course. iinpoil,le
to overlook the practical limit of the
question; but If it takes money to con
serve our pi ulnilon and clean up the
town we must get the money aumi-lt- he
w here.
The main point, how ever,
o get the heat result from Ihe effort
and money upended. Jt Is generally

;ooi
The
landed
and is
is no
where
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good

N SIM
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Im-

no.

movement hns
In the middle of Socorro county
there to slay. Probably there
other county in New Mexico
good roads are more Importroads

ant.

Hocorro county is a vast empire, bigger than some eastern state,
and the greater part of Its resources
are without railway communication.
I'ntll the railroads come, the people
of the remote sections must, rely on
the public roads for development.
That better highways mean better
binilnens is becoming generally recognised throughout the county.
The
Socorro Chieftain sa.vs;
Socorro county Is soon to enter
upon the good roads movement In
dead earnest.
Land
Commissioner
liobert 1'.
Krvlen and Engineer C. II. Neul of
Santa Fe were in Socorro Sunday, and
In company with
chairman l'lavld
Karr of the board of county commissioners and Probate Clerk K. II. Sweet
they spent the day In making an examination of the l.iue Canyon road
to determine If the grades could be
Improved so as In make the road
easily passable, and If so, about what
amount of work would be required.
The results of the examination were
satisfactory and encouraging, and it Is
now an assured fact that a gang of
com lets from the territorial penitentiary will soon be put to work to
make a first class public thoroughfare of this now hardly passable, road
between Socorro and Mugdalena,
And Ibis Is but a beginning.
At
M.rit. It annul,! ItM lint i ln.
the good mads movement in Socorro
"Ulity. It Is hoped that the terr
itorial authorities may lie induced to
lend their aid to Improving this mad
from Magdalena on to the Mogollón
lounlry. so that the eastern and western part of the county may thus be
made an essil,e to cm h other as they
should have been long ago. Tho
that would result an
obvious.
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on me,"
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ain't," said the practical
gnin' back on the train."

Tlllly.

In the Wrong Pew.
One of the boys who officiated at
Malsona during the Christmas rush
In a; clerical capacity, tells a pretty
goo,t uní;
The Hianche Walsh sale of tickets
on the day of the
performance of
"The Other Woman," formed Itself
at one stage of the proceedings Into
a line reaching almost to the outer
door of the store.
At the end of this line stood a man
who waited and waited, patiently at
first, then impatiently. Seeing a clerk
nearOy he culled hlni over.
"Have I not to wait all day?" he
asked the man.
"You will have to wait your turn."

answered the clerk.
The man waited, but bis humor did
not improve with the passing moments.

Finally b, gave an Impatient movement and alerted tiward Ihe door. "If
yon want ticket, y.ai had better keep
This paper has no fault to find with your pluoe," advised the clerk.
oble, ts ,f like
league
"Ticket:" growl-- d the man. "I
in general.
It is
how ever, don't want no tickets. I want to buy
my wife a Oil'Mma present."
that the members of the organisation
He bad Uin in the ticket line for
In New Mexico, u endctvuring to le. half
ait hour,
TIOMSTS.

1

............
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A Literal Infant.
Hilly, who lacks clx months of four
years' residence In thlg world, is thus
aiiy given to serious contemplation
of words and deeds of his elders. He
has a fine disregard for modern term
of conversation, more commonly call
ed slang. If you usk Itilly why he
fell out" with such and such a party
he wlii Indignantly deny falling from
hi high chair or any other elevated
position. Hilly lives in a lurge board
ing house where he Is the only child
and comes in for the usual attention
Incident to such a place of residence.
At lunch yesterday Hilly was In a
childishly "purple mood," probably
due to tho consumption of many
Christmas sweets und broke the news
potitingly to the young lady who sat
across tho table from him "that he
didn't love her nny more."
"Why, Hilly," she exclaimed In
mock dismay. "You don't mean It?"
" 'e I do. I don't love anybody but
Nelen (another young lady nt the
table) and Muvver. I nln't goln' to
stuy hero any more, I am goln' back
to Ourrie (Outbrle).
"O, Hilly." answered the est while
favorite in a really sad tone of voice.
"I never thought you would go back

group canio up to him and laid It
head on his knee and lisped: "Daddy,
I'se seepy."
The railroad mun pulled out his
watch with a Jerk and saw that it wa
8 o'clock. He was a stickler for punctuality, so ho immediately set to work
to put the youngsters into bed. He
had more or less trouble in solving
the mysteries of various buttons and
hooks, but finally he got them Into
bed.' Three willingly got Into their
cribs, but he had 'considerable trouble
with the fourth. The youngster was
quite perverse and protested considerably, but after a valiant struggle,
wag subdued and went to sleep with
the rest. Then John went back to
work.
An hour later his wife came home.
"Get the children to bed nt 8'o'clock?"
she asked.
"Itight on time," he said.
"Have any trouble getting them to
sleep?"
"Not with three," was the reply.
"Had a little trouble with one.
though."
"Which orre?" she asked.
"That
shaver ' over
there In that west bed. Hut I got
hlni down, all right. He made considerable fuss about It, though,"
"Why, John!" cried the wife. "That
Isn't our boy. He belongs to one of
the neighbors."
red-head-

demanding a henring from the railroad for which he was working. It
was a town of some 400 people. He
wag met by a grievance committee.
The committee was loaded to the
guards with demands and protests. It
had reduced them to writing, tersely
and concisely, nnd at that there were
four and a hulf typewritten pages
them. It was enough to stagger anyone. They wanted about everything
imaginable.
The situation reminded Mr. Kouns
of an old colored man who was run
down by an automobile. The old
darkey's enr was cut off; his nose was
smashed; his Jaw broken; one arm
and one leg fractured; a rib or two
caved in;' several patches of skin ripped off. In general he was badly done
up and mauled Into unconsciousness
and "unrecognlzability."
Hut in time he was able to leave
the hospital on crutches, though he
wag a sorry sight, all plastered up and
bandaged from head to foot. A negro
revival meeting was going on and the
old man proceeded to attend the meeting. It win a great night and many
went to tho mourner's bench, and this
automobile victim was among them.
In due time the preacher called for
testimony.
"Now tell us what de Loh'd has
done for you," he said, addressing one
of the mourners. He got an enthusiastic response. So he went down the
line until he came to the much battered up brother.
"Now, lirothah Washington, you
done go and tell us what do Loh'd
have done foh you."
The old man got unsteadily upon
his feet. He wagged his head in desolation and despair. He cleared his
throat with an effort and then dolefully roared out: "Wal, de Loh'd he
jes' nachuily hab about put me out
ob bus'ness!"

Taken tlio Medal.
For bright and shining spectacular
lunacy, that objection to tho constitution based on the militia article
will be awarded the medal by common consent. It pusseth understanding that any man outside the walls of
nn asylum for the demented can see
spooks In that article because it prescribes that age at which male citio
zen shall be subject to military
and designates the state legislature as the authority to place those
citizens under military organization
when necessary. The more rational
opponents of tho constitution them
selves give this objection no weight,
for it found no place among the no
torlous thirteen objections formulated at Santa Fo, and If it was not
thought weighty enough to be given
place in that list it must verily be
J. F. Jarre!, Santa Fe press agent,
accompanies the officials on all these
lighter than nir. Socorro Chieftain
trips. Frank Is a valuable asset to
them. He knows the newspaper folks;
Will Help
aeiiuaintancit is large and us a
The ndoptlon of tho constitution hla
story teller he has few equals. Ho
nnd the coming of statehood will be tells one on himself which he declares
of great advantage to the territorial happened in a small Kansas Town
educational Institutions and their fac Just a short while ago.
Frank went nhead of the party to
ulties and Htudents should In every
manner possible urge the ratification make the preliminary arrangements.
tho
of tho constitution at tho polls. The At 8 o'clock, on this occasion, carhom;e was filled, but tho train
cause of education will be immeasur rying
officials was late. Tho
ably benefited nnd tho enmpaign of crowd the
waited patiently for half an
education thnt will be waged from hour, nt which time the meeting wna
now on should find Its most enthuslus scheduled to begin.
Hut still th
tie supporters airong the friends of train was not In', though word was
telegraph
office that the
the public schools and tho terr'tuiia! sent from the
coming into the yards.
Institutions of learning. Santa Fe special wag justwas
getting a little
The crowd
New Mexican.
and the man who had been
(.elected ns chairman suggested to
Jarre!: "Say, Frank, suppose you get
up nnd start things hee. Make this
crowd a little talk, and by that time
THE
the rest of the party will bo here."
So
Frank proceeded to make a
speech.
He talked about this and
that, carefully avoiding the ground
the speakers would touch on,
OF THE HARMONY which
for he knew practically the context of
their talks. He hammered away for
fifteen minutes and pretty ' nearly
talked himself out on general subjects.
In the menntlme General Manager
E. L. Copeland,
Kouns, Treasurer
(Jeneral Freight Agent Koontz and
several other members of the party
come into the rear of the hall and
Little Stories of Santa Fe had
quietly made their way up tn the
and had taken their seats back
Officials Who Manage to Mix stage
of Jarrel. Hut Frank had neither
heard nor seen them and thought
Fun With Serious Business of them
He was
still on their train.
worrying over their not putting in an
Getting Together,
appearanco and finally in desperation decided to try a new tack.
"Now", Indies and gentlemen," he
(Kansas City Journal.)
said, "if any of you have any quesRailroad men, wallers, newspaper tions to nsk, we would like to hear
writer and doctors have hour much from you. Wo are here to answer
alike they work every day and some them."
"Oive got wan." shouted an Irishof them on Sunday, too. Their schedman from tho rear of the hall.
replied
Frank.
ule of time is next door to perpetual.
"Pire away."
H. A. Tice, superintendent of the "Thnt's what we want."
to
a
wantln'
know."
"Phwat
oim
Western division of the Santa Fe, with
in
headquarters at Hodge City, told a exclaimed the Irishman, "Is whygive
th' divil yez don't set down an'
rood story at one of the meetings some
a
can
wan
ephake
pwhat
which gathered to hear the Santa Fe
official who have been traveling over chanc't!"
looked
around
and then
Jarrel
Special."
Kansas in their "Harmony
The story illustrates the small amount promptly granted the point of order
seat.
of time which a railroad man can by suddenly tukinir n back
Among the officials who have
claim as his own.
He related that a certain railroad made these trips are C. W. Kouns,
man was so busy out on the line all general manager; J. R. Koontz, gengen
of the time that he got home very eral freight agent; R. J. Parker,
In fact, so infrequently that eral superintendent; H. A. Tice, su
seldom
DoiIko
he scarcely kept acquainted with his perintendent western division,
City; E. L. Copeland, secretary and
own family.
J. M. Connell, general
One Sunday night he got home w ith treasurer;
a grip lull of work to do. He was passenger agent and C. T. e. ie'j..
engineer.
chief
considerably behind In bis reports
When the trip were planned the
simply hadn't had time to keep op
carefully
with them and had gone home to get majority of these offiieals
speeches. Each one framed
them Into shape. So that Sunday prepared
up
line of
on
particular
a
speech
the
night be cleared a table and industriously act to work to get his paper railroad work of which he has charge;
freight rates, operating, passenger
Into shape.
"John," said bis wife, "I haven't service, finance, or whatever it hap
been at church for quite a long time. pened to be. Hut after about the first
If you are going to bp home this eve- meeting they ail threw their s"t
ning nnd work anyway, I think I'll go apeches away. For In each town dif
local
t
church and let you take care of ferent problems hsd to be met;
questions and problems were brought
the children."
up.
situaspeech
a
to
peculiar
the
nnd
"That's all right." replied John.
"Go ahead to church. I will look after tion in each town had to be made.
the young ones." There were three Ther,ewspapcrs all over the state
or four playing around. The father
greeted all of them impartially and
(iiaidtl
with delight.
"Remember. John." said hi wife,
a she went away, "their lied time is
about o'clock. Put them to bed at
that time."
Sure." he replied. "At 8 p. m.
Thai the official schedule, is it?"
Thr wife went to church and the
tart cois
railroad man got busy with his re- I
rat aamst
cATaaaM,
asTMMa
port. The youmrster were playing faskMtaoacHiTit.
. CONSUMPTION,
.
torn
Ml.! If rm.
and having a good time, and John let M .II r ftfrowl
Nlril lUNOfTI ILIClNIt
wm
tnoa
kw
rata
tauiaiat,
them play.
aaaiokiw.
o nil that wa
He was oblivious
ta.
aien, ta a. auua at, a . tastaa. ia
going on. until the joungest of the
ser-vic-

Corns Don't
Hurt A Bit

have paid a good deal of attention to SVIy
the meetings. The railroad officials
simply offered "the other side" of the
situation with regard to regulation.
At every meeting Expressions: have
Hrnilly, Srfcnlj
been heard and hundreds of them Tired, Ailing, Swollen,
Corns, Cnlloiises ami IJun- made by business' men to the officials,
like this: "I am glad to have heard
Ions, TIZ Cures lUglit CÍJ.
you, for I never knew those facts and
never looked at the matter in that
light before." The "Harmony Special" is r. genuine "work train." Some
people have the Idea that a railroad
official sits in a luxuriously furnished car with plenty of time to smoke
cigars. Hut railroad officials
have little time to smoke the ordinary
cigars which most of them use. Hundreds of people visited the "private
car" in which the officials traveled.
And the surprise to which most of
them were treated was Interesting.
Instead of a palace car with comfort
and entertainment the main issue,
these visitors found a ear whose sides
were lined with desks,
typewriters,

pigeon-holevery busy stenographers and a crowd
of
men.
"H'm," said onfi of the visitors.
"Does this look like a club house?
Hoes It? Not much. Looks a good
deal moro like a round house!"
s,

hnrd-workl-

COLP-CACSi: IlKADACHTi
LAXATIVE PROMO Quinine, the
world-wid- e
Cold and Grip
remedy
C. W. Kouns, general manager of
the Santa Fe, tells a story of going removes cause. Call for full name.
into a small town, once, which was Look for signature, E. W. GROVE.

.

What They Are Saying About
the Two Constitutions

1

29, 1910.
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"At Warren? Why, I never knew
there was any fighting there."
"Probably not," replied Colonel
Sullivan, "but if you had been behind the bat for Warren the day we
beat Youngstown 1 to 0 you would
have- known you were In a fight and
a mighty warm one, too," nnd the
Colonel extended his gnarled and
twisted fingers to prove his assertion.
Cleveland Leader.
The quicker a cold la gotten rid of
the less the danger from pneumonia
and other serious diseases. Mr. B. W.
L. Hall, of Waverly,
Va.. says: "I
firmly believe Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to be absolutely the best
preparation on the market for colds.
I have recommended It to my friends
and they all agreo with me." For sale
by all dealer.

CONSUMPTION
tn

M. ,i

.i

to

--

N. C.

Just nee T I 7. It's not like anything . ,c i ir the purpose you ever
heard i. It's; tho only foot remedy
'
ever I
acts on the principle of ui;.wlug out all of the poisonous
e TiW th which cause sore feet.
and oilier remedies merely
clog up the pores, TIZ cleans them
out and keeps them clean. It works
right off. You will feel better the
very first time it's used.
Use It a
week nnd you can forget you ever
had sore feet. There is nothing on
earth that can compare with it. TIZ
is for sale at all druggists, 25 cents
per box, or direct, if you wish, from
Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago,
III.
Recommended and sold by U.
Ruppe, 203 W:- Central avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
-

We say, with a
we have the best
fee In town. Have
and t.y It. C. & A.

clear conscience,
35a and 40c Cof-

We ay, with a
we have the best
fee In town. Have
and try it. C. A A.

clear conscience,
35c and 40c Cof-

EVERY

MAM

a little confidence
Coffee Co.

a little confidence
Coffee Co.

I.AlXnilY.

CLF.A.V.

AMI PRHSSING.
IViik Guaranteed. Goods
Call' d For and Delivered.
IT
V. Silver.
Phono 10.
MUS M. I'AICKTT & nito.
I.N'G

Special Rates to

Kvpry man who suffers from
varicocele, drains, loat strength,
nervous debility, lumbago, rheumatism, or weakness of any
kind, ought to read our big,
free book, which tells how-mebecome strong and vigorous after the application of
Klectra-Vit-

Las Vegas,

a.

VIA THE

This book Is written In plain
language nnd beautifully illust,
trated with pictures of
robust mini and women.
It explains many secrets you
should know. ' Remember, It
is absolutely free, if you'll
mail us this coupon.
Don't
well-buil-

wult a minute. Cut the coupon,

right

IS

(Brrmnlm

J- -

Wliere He Got Inspiration.
Former District Attornev John J,
Sullivan was the principal speaker at
a reunion of old soldiers a few years
ago.
He had all of his wonderful
rommand of pathos and eloquence In
full working order that day, and as
he concluded his oration tenrs glis
tened in the eyes of many of the vet
erans. One of the old boys in blue
came up to Mr. Sullivan, pressed his
,
hand and said:
"Your description of the scenes on
the field of carnage during a tight
was beautiful. You must have been
in the thick of a battle some time.
Where did you have your most
thrilling experience?"
"At Warren," replied Colonel Sulli

LIGHTER SIDE

EC

cent.

Pay good-by- e
to your corns the very
first time you use T I Z. You will
never know you have a corn, bunion
or callous, or sweaty, tired, swollen,
aching feet any more. It's Just wonderful the way the pain vanishes.
Rub the corn hammer it with your
f'st if you wish no more pain after
T I 'A than if there had never been
a blemish on your feet. Doesn't that
sound good to you? Doesn't it?
Then read this.
"The corns on either of my toes
were as largo as the tablets you
mnkn to euro them. Today there is
no aiffn of corns on either foot anil
no soreness. It's nn
Godsend. j.Mii.
A. Hoover,
Progress,

now.

The

Account the Annual Meeting
New Mexico J :lucational

Co.

Electra-Vit- a

Association.

1KTT. 7,
South Spring St.,

2:411

1S

$6.40

ANGKl.KS, CAL.
Plcape send me. postpaid,
your free,
Illustrated book.

for the round trip.
Tickets on sale December
20th to 29th, inclusive.
Return limit January 2nd.
Stop-ove- r
allowed at Lamy
to permit of side trip to Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
J. 1. JOHNSON, Agent.

e,

Name
Street or box
Town

A

SACHETfragrant,
POWDER

delightful mixturo,

spec

ially

for Christmas presents. 2."cpcrox.

The Williams Drug Compan
117 W.

Central.

HIiio Front.

TO START THE NEW YEAR

RIGHT
Why not Install

a modern

Loose Leaf System
in your accounting

department.

Call us up and let us

show you the many advantages óf this cystcm.

Lithgow Manufacturing Stationery Co.
THE NEW MEXICO HOUSE

Phone 924

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE

THE

;
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CLEARING DECKS I

FINANCE

COMMERCE!

AND

erate volume of operations. Total
Wall Street
sales, par value, $1,840,000.
United
States government bonds
New York, Dec: 28. Attempts to were unchanged.
during;
stock
market
the
the
depress
New York
lust few day's having proved more or
Chicago, Dec. 28. Idolmng
today
changed
abortive,
traders
lesa
New York, 25c discount.
their tattles and bought moderately
with a resultant hardening of prices.
Boston Closing Stocks
The Improvement mas none too pronounced and did not extend to the en- Allouez
38
OOV-tire active list, 'being' confined to a Amalgamated Copper
Am. Zinc, Lead and Sm
25 Vi
few of the leaders and a number of IsArizona Commercial
13 S'a
sues in the, special group.
BVj
Atlantic
clay's
news was un- Bos. and Curb. Cop. and Sil. Mg. II
If anything:, the
17
favorable. Two of the minor lines Butte Coalition
47 ',4
controlled by the New York Central, Calumet and Arizona
the Rutland and the Lake Erie and Calumet and Ilecla
....540
Western roads again passed the divi- Centennial
lSH
66
dends on the preferred shares, in. keep-in- s Copper Range Con. Co
with their records of the last East Butte Cop Mine
lili
9
year or two and the Pennsylvania Franklin
6
company, an important
part of the Giroux Consolidated
36
Pennsylvania system, cut its annual Granby Consolidated
6
Greene Cananea
dividend from 8 to 7 per cent.
614
Lehigh Valley wag the strongest of La Salle Copper
4 3
the railroad issues, but the movement Mohawk
1
8 1i
significance Nevada Consolidated
In general was of little
10
and enlisted practically no outside In- Nipisslng Mines
27
terest or support. The day's business North Butte .
37
was unusually small and in the late Old Dominion
125
trading the market relapsed into ex- Osceola
Parrott (silver and cop.) .... 1 1 14
treme dullness.
. .
Quincy
70
London was a buyer of the larri
11
man issues and Heading according to Shannon
40 la
Superior
report, but the sum total of opera601
tions for that market was probably Tamarack
13
tinder 5,000 shares. The London mar- Utah Consolidated
44
Copper Co
ket manifested a cheering tone on the I'tali
8'2
resumption of trading after the quad- Winona
115
Wolverine
ruple holiday. Closing Btocks:
29
Allis Chalmers pfd
61
Amalgamated Copper
Chicago Board of Trade
45
American Agricultural
42
American Beet Sugar
Chicago, Dec. 28. Disappearance
8 Vi
American Can . . of ner.rly 3,000,000 bushels from the
American Car and Foundry ... 49
world's available supply of wheat
58
American Cotton Oil
helped turn the market upward today
American Hide and Leather pfd 21
notwithstanding a good rainfall in the
17',
American Ice Securities
dry district southwest. The first
11
American Linseed
named happening was unloked for;
36
American Locomotive
the other had been largely discounted
American Smelting and Ref'ng. 72
advance. Compared
10214 a full day in
do j)fJ
with last nlBlit the close was
American Steel 'Foundries .... 42
higher to
decline. The end
113
American Sugar Refining
net lower;
.142', of trading left corn
American Tel. and Tel
down and provisions
92 Vt oats
American Tobacco, pfd
30
off 25 to 37
American Woolen
38
During the sesfton"May wheat rangAnaconda Mining Co.
100
and
ed from 95 8 to 96 4 fit 96
Atchison '.
102',J closed
up at 9G
do pfd . . . :
114
May corn fluctuated
between 47
Atlantic Coast Line
104 M
8
and 48c, closing steady at 47 4
Baltimore and Ohio
27
Cash corn was
a net loss of
Bethlehem Steel
74VÍ: weak; No. 2 yellow finished at 45
2
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
193
ft 46c.
Canadian Pacific
31Í4
May oats varied from 33 4 to 34
Central Leather . .. ..
103
8c, With final sales at 33
do pfd,
n net losa of
Central of New Jersey ..2G0280
from last
. ... 79
Chesapeake and Ohio
night. $
v
Chicago aud., Alton.
,27,(0 30,,,
Relict, tluct ihe paeMrs nr inaklnt-por21
Chicago Great Western
to1 redeliver next month, caused
4 4 Vi
do pfd
materia! weakness in all kinds of proChicago and Northwestern ....141
visions. At the end of the day pork
Chicago, Mil. and St. Paul
121'á was clown 25 to 37 1.2c; lard off 2'
69 Vi
C, C. C. and St. Louis .. 65
to 30c, and ribs showed a dp,
30
Colorado Fuel and Iron
to 20i 22
cline of 17
56
Colorado and Southern ,
136
Consolidated Gas
St. Louis Wool
Corn Products
144
162
Delaware and Hudson
28 U
St. Louis. Dec. 28. Wool, unchangDenver and Rio Grande
6 ,
89 U ed; medium
grades, combing and
do pfd
32
light, fine, 20ir22c;
clothing. 22
Distillers' Securities
26
heavy, fine, lM?17c; tub washed, 20
Erie
.

i

.

1

.
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MEETINGS
Singing Evangelist Who Assists
Bulgin, Arrives Today; List of
Prayer Meetings for Tonight,

do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd

General Electric
Great Northern pfd
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Illinois Central

34
151
122
66
130

M.

W33c.

The Metal Markets

...

---- --

among the
prayer
Thursday's
churches will be for
Christians." The following is a corrected list of the homes where meetings are appointed:
At the homo of N. ,1. Strumqulst,
807 Kast Grand. Rev, Frank Culp,
lender.
Ilome of C. C. Mlnnis. 218
Allison,
Kev. S. E.
South Edith,
Homo of J. .11. Schroeder,
lender.
713 South HroadWíly, T. M. Dorrts,
C.
Eugene
Home
of
louder.
Butler, 423 South Third, V. H. Selv-er- t,
Philleader. Home of Mrs. Edna
lips, 601 West Tijeras, J. T. Horton,
leader. Home of Ed. Lovltt. 1015
North Second, J. H. Ware, leader.
Home of J. A. Kiehl, 1013 Forester,
11. P. Williams, leader.
Singing Evangelist Hose, of the
lliilyin and Itose evangelistic torn,
arrives today. The hall at
W. Central avenue will be seated ur-d-er
h!s direction tomorrow. The un-- li
n meetings will begin with the Sunday night service in this hull.
313-31-

Territory f New McMco, Orflce of
the Secretary. Certificate of Comparison.
1, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
In this office at Ten o'clock A. M , on
the Filth day of December, A. D. 1910,
Certificate of Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation of The Diamond Coal
Company, No. 6B2K. Increasing Capital
Stock, and also, that I have eompurcd
the following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file, and
declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
(.11 vén under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, at tile City of Santa Fe, thi?
Capital, on this Fifth clay of Decem-

Prisoners and Officials at
County Jail With Substantial Christmas Budget,

ber, A. D. 1910.
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
Amendment to the Article r
of Tin Diamond í'iml

The Jail employes and prisoners in
remembered
the county jail were
again this year by Oeorge B. Klock,
and owing to his thoughtfulness had
plenty of good things to eat and
smoke on Christmas day. Mr. Klock,
who did this ctunt last year, has sort
of got into tlie habit of remembering
these men whose Christmas is likely
to be overlooked In the general hurly
burly and it is needless to say that
Mr. K lock's kindness is deeply apreci-ate- d
at the county Jusgdo.

lnoor-poialio-

JANTS

n

Company.
Increase of Capital
Stock.
respectively.
undersigned,
Wo. the
d
President and Secretary of The
Coal Company, a corporation
by
existing
under and
organized and
virtue of the laws of the Territory
of New Mexico, do hereby certify under the seal of said. Corporation, as
follows, to wit:
That the principle and registered
office of Tho Diamond Coal Company is situated ut Rooms, 15,
and 1", Harriett Building, Allumner-iiue- i.
the Agent
New Mexien,-ntherein tin A "In cliitK'n thereof Is XI:
'
it. Pollock.
That at n special, meeting of the
corporation duly
said
of
ilockholilers
called for that purpose and h"ld In
the office of the said Company at Albuquerque, New Mexico, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of the 21t day of
November. 1910. a resolutions whs duly
of
adopted of more thfin
the votes of the stockholders naving
voting power represented at such
meeting, whereby the Capital Stock of
said corporation was increased from
nine hundred (900) shares of the par
dollars
one
hundred
value
of
to one thousand
($100.00) each
(1000) shares of the par value of one
hundred (100) dollars.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this cer
tificate has been subscribed by i. r- Pollock. President, and M. E. lllclcey,
Secretary of said corporation on tins
Ü9th day of November, A. I). 19IU.
(Corporate Seal)
T, E. POLLOCK.
(Sinned)
President.
M. E. HICKEY, Secretary.
Territory of Arizona, )
of

Certificate
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Bonifacio Gonzales Sues St,
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Boarders

FIRST class accommodations with
bath;
full board. Electric light,
centrally located. Phono 142.
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Office In First National Hank Building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Jno A- Whltr
Jno. W. Wilson
WILSON ft WHITE,
-

Attomeys-at-La-

Cromwell
Rooms
UKOIKJF S. KLOCK
9,

Attornf v.
Stern Block.
Albuiiieriue.
American Surety Bonds.
Rooms

'

BALDRIDGE
Lumber company.

Paints, Glass, Cement. Roofing and Builder's sunnlies.
PA1I.Y MAI L SF II V K ÍÍA ND STAiJll
For the famous Hot Springs of
.Temes, N. M. Leave Albuuueniue P.
O. every morning at fi a. m. Tickets
07 North First
sold at Valo Pres..
St. (AVINO (AICCIA. proprietor nnd
mat' contractor. I". (J. Box 64, 1301
R A mo,
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FE TIME TABLE

Five-roo-

lose In, Foil l h ward.
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY 4 XL
FOR RENT Furnished, new modern
tent house, with sic ping porch.
1019 South Walter St.
c

i

furnished
FOR RENT
house,
at 415 N. (ith St.
dwell
FOR RENT -- Two four-rooings, un del ri Improvements, for $20
per month, 4
E. llar.ehllne anil iiiii
N. 7th streets.
Repairs to suit ten
ants: no objection to children. Ap
ply to IV F. Mel 'anna.
l

II

No.
No.
No.
No.

(In Effect January . 1Í10)
WKSTHOl Nl)
Arrive
1. Cal. Exprés.... 7:46p
t:l
i. Cal. Limited. . . . 11:00a 11:15a
7. Méx. A Cal. Kt.. 10:6Gp 11:41
í. Cal. Fat Mali... 11:P ll:4ta

Derl

ISTBOl'ND

No. I. Tourist Ex. .
I:t5p 4:IP
6:l6p l:06p
No. 4. Chi. Ltd
f:45p 7:16a
No. I. Eastern Ft
No. 10. Overlnnil Ex.. .. 1:00a l:2Sa
IT Pno Train
FOR RENT fini.ltery and modern
No. I0B. Mexico Ex.
lt:IOa
rooms RIo drende, 61$ W. CentrM.
1:10
STEAAt HEATED room, suitable for No. 815. El Paso Fssi..
two young men or couple; every No. 110. Kan. City CM. t:05a
modern convenience; Attractive rstc No. lit. Kan.l City A Chi. :$5p
Itoen-rland Amarillo
bv the month. HOTEL CHAR),
2
W. No. 111. Prfuoa Val. Ex.
REST. 11
:!
I
Silver.
ll:40p
No. 111. A hu. Ex
RENT--Froanltnry;
nt
Agent
room:
WILLIAM HALFOUR.
FOR
ni N. Fourth.
in modern hoiise.
room.
Nicely
furnished
FOR RENT

FOR SALE
S21 S. Waller.
"oft RENT Furnished rooms with
brlik, corner lot,
l.lMio
modern; rent celi-ir- ,
screened porches;
Fourth ward, convenient tu
heap. 4 14 W. Mold avenue.
terms.
lurcher mill;
nished room, elecbrick, modern, lot
SJ .Mill
'Hi R KNT MiniFurlmlh
I.e.-,,W.
:IH
outliulUlines;
near car
llii'it
liood
tric
'ni;ii,
Hoc

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

FOR LENT lb" second floor of the
n
Strong block. 52 rooms; neivly
perecí end rejinlnted; two bnths. two
re-p-

s
condition:
toilets, ell In
rent rennonnble. Just the proposition
rooming housu or ho-lfor
Aot-H- '
Strong ir
first-clas-

flret-clH-

el

ss

..loo
brick; modern;
Fourth ward, near cur line.
SI. Mid
in ri s of
'"ni In ml n,l
Jolninir Am. Lumber Co.; good hou?i
fruit trees.
SJ.ooo
brick: bath, lot 75
S. l'.rn.ul'.vay: terms.
ill:':
J.ooti 7 eres of rood land; north
of city, close in: sood
house,
larire t urn ul.nl-lfor dairy.
..7ii
frame;
oin.
modern; lot K'uxIS; lawn, shade and
fruit trees; Fourili ward.
,",

two-stor-

I

s.

',

K

modern house,
with blinds and range; Fourth ward.
Five-roomodern house;
$20.00
$25.00

.

yesr-Hnsr-

'Asayer.
Mining nnd Metallurgical Snglneer,
609 West Fruit Avenue.
Postoffice Imx 173, or at office of R
II. Kent. 112 South Third fttreet.

ward.

Foul-H- i

,

i7l

-

SSAVIJP

W JENKS

1

x-

2:

E.

at i per cent on unproved leal
estate security. Box 13!). City.
St., Chicago, ill.
PRIVATE party will loan any sum
from $100 to $2,ri0() on good city
First class
LEARN TAXIDKRM V!
correspondence, course free; with ft real estate, S per cent, no commissmall supply of materials at your own sion. Address A. H. .., Journal.
price.
Address, Box 212, Springer.
N. M.
LOST AND FOUND
A seeond-lum- d
typewriter.
WANTED
Inquire Journal.
LOST on Second street or E. Con- Two rooms for light
WANTED
tral ave., circular gold brooch, si t
housekeeping, in good locality.
with small opal and pearls. $.i re- W., Journal.
ward.
Return to 111 Nf. Walter-2 or 3 unliirnlshed rooms
WANTED
with barn accommodations for cow
FOR RENT Dwellings
and two horses, Highlands preferred
W.,
care
Journal.
Address
Hum; A. C. Hollls do your carRo!lauTetenant for 26 penter work. Designer, builder and
WANTED
hotel. Will sell repairer of store, office, bank and bar
room furnished
furniture cheap, or on payments. Ap fixtures, store front remodeling. 714
N Third St.: phone 1Ü0K.
ply W. V. Futrelle.
WANTED
Furnished room; young FOR RENT Cottages, 2 to (i rooms,
Apply
man wants room or hoard in prl
furnished or unfurnished.
Denver Hotel.
vate family. State particulars, H, this W. V.
office.
FOR RENT Cottage, five rooms nnd
bath, modem, hot water heat. Majestic range, also ga in kitchen. A.
LEGAL NOTICES
VV. Anson, S22 North Ji'onrth street.
FOIt RENT.
each to one tliousund shares ( 000)
Four-roo$15.(10
furnished cotof the par valu- of one hundred do. tage,
in Highlands.
bus ($100.00) each."
Three-roono
$ IN.
furn'shed cot(Corporate Seal)
tage; close In, Highlands.
T. E. POLLOCK.
(Signed)
onmf o r t a b e
$s.oo Three-rooPresident.
cottage, in Fourth ward.
M. E. HICKEY. Secretary.
cotSeven-roo$2ü.(U)
modern
Territory of Arizona, )
tage: new, with rango and blinds;
)ss.

-

,

Miscellaneous
o

1'

MUNEY TO LOAN

--

lor-gol-

iF4

SALE
FOR
case cheap,
Central ave.

:

.

;

C A RDS

PROFESSIONAL

1

FOR SALE

Chicago
exchange
real estate valued (it one million
:
n)
000.
rental,
yearly
dollars ($1,000.
for
ninety thousand ( $9l),00n.(io)
large tract of land or much. Address
K. A. C. Journal Office
WANTED
Furnlt ure and side line
til Si ll spi'i lal framed plc-:- i
W. Michigan
tures. N'. Benedict, !)
To

WANTED

s.

1

M.ovtc nnititvn

DR. J. K. KRAFT
Dental Burgeon.
Rooms
Harnett Hnlldlng. Phoss
Appointments made hv rnnIK
744.
I ' I? Y SI C I A ' S A N 1 S I ' I ! í FO N S
A. Q. 81IORTEL, M. D.
Practice Limited to
Tuberculosis.
Hours: 10 to li
FOR SALE Livestock, Poultry Rooms
State Nat'l. Pan Rlrtg."
FOR SALE 32 thoroughbred white
BOLOMOY Ij. niTHTO.V, M. Tt
Orpington chickens. 915 S. Walter
Physician and Surgeoii
;
St.
Suite a. Rarnett Bld
bugFOR SALE Horse. 900 pounds,
Strong,
gy and humes cheap. E. J.
ARTHUR E.WALKER
30 W. Central ave.
Insurance, Kpcretnry
lutnal
lire
Bulbllog Avsnclntlon. Phone 59.1.
FOR SALE Floe driving horse and
A eenno
Sf17U
McDonald,
Roy
IVnlrnl
Wwt
buggy.
Columbus
State National bank.

man,
By
experienced
WANTED
set of books to keep evenings. Address Bookkeeper, care Journal.

WANTED

St.

Geo. Eberhardt, N. Third

ten-acr-

1

........

...

A Mi KINDS

SALI'-lrrlgate-

......

stcK-ker- s

ANO 8AIT
OF FtíF-KMEAT, STEAM S.U'SAUE
FACTORY.

Estate

--

I

....

Real

o.

I-

'

Street

FOR SALE

e
ranch,
FOR SALE Good
WAIITED--Salesm- en
stock and fixtures; fine laud, well
Agents
located; close to town. Prion and
right. Hunsaker & Thaxton,
PORTRAIT ACiENTS It will pay terms
you to correspond with me If you 204 W. Uold.
want good work. Wrlto at once. N.
Benedict, 3J7 W. Michigan St., ChiIllM. tU), BVM.Ol.O, 111 N(. ALOW
cago, 111.
Wntch North lSlh Street (irow!
are rapidly adWhere values
Men with relerence to InWANTED
vancing.
a lot now and see It
vestigate a new and up to date bus- double in Buy
value. Only $fl down and
iness opportunity. Where the money a, contract, then it's yours. Iuvesti-gatmaking possibility Is unlimited. The
right man has the opportunity of beask mil nrnci.
215 Uil ;1I Avenue.
coming a state manager. Small capital required but all of your time. No FOR SALE
well Improved
canvassing. If Interested you should
ranch, good houses. one mllo from
Room 40, city. $7,SO0.
call and see us at once.
40 acres, 8
miles from city,
Grand, Central .hotel. Office hours 9
a. m. to 11:30 a. m.; 2 to 4 p. m. and $1,600.
10 acres, 2 miles out, partly Im7 to 8 p, m.
proved, $600.
4
4 acres, close to city.
Wo make a fcpeelulty of farm
JHEUPWAjyTE
binds.
MeCl.l (illAV - JKXTKH.
A nurse maid. Apply 708
WANTED
311
Phono" JIH.
Most Central.
Mrs. D, WeinWest Copper ave.
f farms,
to 200
man
FOR
1
OS
S. 3rd.
A
Montoya,
acres.
Lady clerk, Al varado
WANTED
Nchs Stand. Must have good refer- FOR SALE 100 aero Improved farm,
Apply or
ences, good appearance.
4 miles from town: $100 per ucie.
A. M o oy a ,
write Freifc Harvey, Indian ltulldini!.
S.J! rd .
competent
woman FOR SALE
Physician's Practice.
WANTED A
Established; paying; good growing
nurse who would be capable of
taking charge of housekeeping in town; northern New Mexico; unopportunity; light competition:
small Institute. To such person 1 usual
will stand fullest investigation. Adhave a di slrable position to offer. Ad- dress.
S. L.. Mornlne Journal.
dress P. O. Box JMA.

-

,

o.

Time i.ua month to
and atrictly prlvata.
one yoar (Ivan. Onoda to remain la ynur
Call
poaaeialun. Our ratea ara raaaunabla.
Hiaamahlp
and aaa ua btrfora borrowing.
to and from all parla nf the world.
TUR HOI HKIIOl.l) LOAN COMPANY,
Kouw 8 and 4, Orant tilas,
PB1VATB OFFICES,
OPKN EVBNINU8.
MH Waat Onlral

New York, Dec. 28. Standard cop
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
per, weak; spot and December, $12.00
("12.25;
January.
February and Pacific Railway was made defend63
do pfd
March, $12.05 ti 2.20, London closed ant in a suit in the district court yes108
Inter Harvester- 1 5 á
weak; foot, 56: futures, 56, 15s. terday in which licinifacio (onzales
e
pfd . .,
12
Arrivals reported at New York today asks for $10.000 damages as compenInternational Paper
to have
210 tons, custom house returns show- sation for injuries alleged
89
International Pump
)ss.
17V4 exports of 27,034
tons so far this been sustained in the company's mine
Iowa Central
County of Coconino. )
De1910,
county,
on
day
November.
near
33
of
Colfax
report
Local
a
month.
dealers
nomi
Raton,
On this 30th
Kansas City Southern
6 5
nally uiunnnged market. j.nke cop cember 30, 1909. The suit was filed personally appeared T. E. Pollock.;
do pfd
GonzalcS known to me to be one of tne persons
103Í4 per. $13.00 di' 13.25; clectrotv'lr. r Í 1 2. by Attorney Ell'cgo Ilac-aLaclede Gas
executed the
1 J. 75
75 5( 13.00. ami casting, $1 2.50
143
claims that while winking as a miner described In and who and
Louisville and Nashville
neknowl- 4.55 New
Lead, dull; $4.45
for the Rocky Mountain company, a ediced that Instrument
Minneapolis and St. Louis 24 4f 26
the samo us
executed
he
(ri
on
4.40
fell
$4.30
ton
Louis
St.
of
and
East
London half
rock
diit
Minn.,. St. P. and Sault St. M...129
lit.i trc act and cteeu.
3 1 14
spot, 13, 3s. 9d.
him, which Injured him to such an
Missouri, Kansas and Texas
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have
ffi. 5.65
6G
Spelter,
$5.55
cspecinlly
Is
deformed,
Nov
624(fí
he
dull:
extent tlict
hereunto set my band and notarial
do pfd
2
43
St. with reference to his spinal column. seal, th day and year last above writ- Missouri Pacific
York: S5.32
116
.
Louis. London spot, 23, 17s. id
It is alleged by the plaintiff ttiat he ten.(
National Biscuit
N'oturial Peal)
Count y of Coconino. )
.
53'4
that lie
Mexican 'Iotlu'vi, 1!ic. bad tin reason to believe
SII'V, Si!
National Lead
M. E. WALKER.
November,
(Signed)
Oil tills 301b day of
34
U
mine,
would be injured In the
Nal'l Rys. of Mexico, 2nd pfd..
that he
Notary Public,
A. D. 1910, personallv appeared T. K.
St. Louis SM'I'CV.
un110
N"ew York Central
It
was
bad not been win ned that
expires April
My
Pollock, to me known to be ono of
Dec. f.8. Lend, firm: safe to work where he was directed to Hll 4.
New York, Ontario and Western 40 U
St. Louis,
the persons described in and, who ex
)
Mexico,
99
$4.37 1 2; speltt :', lower, 13 33.
causof
New
Norfolk- and Western
was
Territory
eculed the, foregoing Instrument and
work, and that the accident
)sg.
being duly sworn, says that he is pres
64
North American
ed because of negligence on the part
)
County of Bernalillo.
ident of the said The Diamond Con!
115
Northern Pacific
of the company in not properly timMarkets.
The
Livestock
On this 29th day of November Company, and that tho facts stated
27
Pacific Mail . . . .
bering end lüaeing the tunnel In 1910.
M.
appeared
personally
in the above and foregoing affidavit
128
Pennsylvania
which the work was being clone.
one ol m-- true.
known tot meI to be
!niekv.
Chicago livc-took- .
.
.1 m. C n ., v 105
n
People's Gas
1'oiCHtnll anil Molino Sued.
IN WITNESS WHKRFOF. I have"
me persons uwrnnri, 1,1 mo. to,
Chicago, Dec. 28. Cattle Receipts
Pittsburg, C. C. and St.
E. E. Forestall and J. W. Mcltac edited the foregoing Instrument and hereunto set my hand rim affixed mv
$4.63
steady.
18,000;
Beeves.
market
the
executed
acknowledged
lie
99
97
that
Louis
notarial sen I, the day nnd year last
were
individuals anil
Co 7.30;
Texas fleers, $4.20 ii 5.35 ; as
above written.
17
Pittsburg Coal
$400 in the district court same as his free net nnd deed.I
sued
for
5.90; stoekers
( Nota rial Seal)
have
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
Pressed Steel Car
being II. 1
21 western steers.S3.HLOO'd
M. E. WALK E It,
(Signed)
cows and yei'terduy, the plslnliff
4 u 5.80:
hereunto set mv hand and affixed my
Pullman Palace Car
138H and feeders.
as
Collins
J.
his
Fergusson,
II.
with
IuhI
year
day
seal,
and
Notary Public.
the
notarial
:
calves, $7.25r
heifers. $2.60 6.23
Railway Steel Spring . . .
3d
Fcrgusson pliegos that above w rlt ten.
attorney.
Mr.
Mv
Commission
expir s April 0.
9.50.
Reading
II
(Notarial Seal)
1914.
Forestall and Mcllae leased certain
Receipts, 23,000: market office
Hoiis
Republic Steel
(Signed)
Ten itorv of New Mexico, )
rooms from him on August 20,
Light,
S.no:
light.
I7.60H
slow
U.
and
CORNELL.
do pfd
HARRY
pay as
1910, promising to
5l'i
renti.l
Notary Public.
)
Cwurity of Bernalillo.
mixed $7.63Cf( 8.00; heavy $7.60 Hi 8.00:
29
Rock Island Co
expires July 9.
Mv
Commission
good to choice.
on this 29th day of November,
59M, rough, $7.6ft(ii 7.75:
do pfd
4.
1!H
M.
E.
appeared
:
191", personally
heavy. $7.75 H 8.00: pigs. $7.25 r 8.05
St. Louis and San Fran. 2nd pfd 37
Urlduxlt Relative lo Increase tit llie Hlekey, known to me to be one of
bulk of sales. $7.80 ii 7.90.
St. Louis Southwestern
or The Diamond
( apllal SiM-the persons described In and who
15.000; market
Sheep
60
lo pfd
Cool loiiipiiny.
evutid the
iiltlibivlt and besteady. Natives. $2.50 4. .In; western,
Sloss Sheffield Steel and Iron.
49
T. E. Pollock and M. E. Hlekey, ing duly sworn, says that. In- Is the secyearlincs. $4.73W 5.80:
$2.75(fi' 4 30;
President and Seenlsry, respectively, retary of The Diamond Coal Company
114
Southern Pacific
of Tile Diamond Cool Company, .' and that the above and foregoing
jr. h lambs, native, $4.25(c 6.30; western.
Southern Railway
corporation orgnnlscd and existing
Is true.
( $4.751 6.50.
do pfd
60
under and by virtuo of the laws of the
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have
Tennessee Copper
33
duly
being
Mexico,
New
of
Territory
set mv hand nnd affixed my
hereunto
l.lvcctiK-kKiin-us
City
Texas and Pacific
sworn each for himself ami not one nolo rial seal, th'i day and year lust
Kansas City. Dec. 28. Cattle ReToledo. St. Louis and West
says:
upon
other,
for the
oath
riltove Wl'ilten.
ceipts, S.'too. including 40 southdo pfd
50 9 f.3
(Notarial illll)
That at a meeting of the stockholdI "Ion Pacific
erns: market steady. Native steers.
168
(Signed)
of said corporation regularly held
ers
íí
UnS.HO; southern steers. $4.501
with the laws of
4. 75
in
HARRY It, CORNELL,
91
do pfd
Notary public.
B.0Ó; southern cows. $3.00i 4.r,0: nasold Territory of New Mexico and
8
I'nited States Realty
tit
íí
the
corporation,
C
said
of
Mv
expires the 9th
ominlssion
fi.OO;
2.75
Fnited States Rubber
35
tive cows and heifers,
otfle of said Company, in the City lay of .1 nly, 1914.
$4.00 0 5.50;
I'niUid Stat.is Steel
71
and feeders.
on the
I'iüfi
No.
Cor. R cM.
of A Iblnpleriltie, New Ali'lii-liKniim ed:
1 6 14
lo pTd
.
bulls. $3.40 4. 5: calves. $4.00 fr
1910. ,t 1" Vol. 6. I age St. Certifier f of A mellil- ;Mst ibiv of November,
west4.T.0 H
00
1'tah Copper
4 4
western steers.
THE OID ) I '.Alt IS NEARLY IIDMÍ ii'i liii k in the forenoon of said day, at ment to Articles of I iicorporntiou of
Increaswhich meeting six hundred and sev The Diamond Coal
Virola Carolina Chemical ... 61 ern cows. $2 73 fi 4.73.
I'OI!
enty-on- e
nt
irsi ing Capital Slock. Fil d in iiflice of
S.OilO: market
Wabash
Receipts,
ami seventei-n-i1 s
Hogs
111
soon take Its
new ye,- The
tinof
',
of
Mexico,
stock
the
Secretary
of
New
shares
December
7.K2
do pfd
r.7Si
32
weak. Bulk of sub-plaie. Arc- Jon ready for the occa- said corporation was represented b
191 a.
a. m.
packers
Western Maryland
and sion?
$7.sO'u7.S5:
49
heavy.
Don't y, ;i need something in the hobliis thereof In person or b
NATHAN JAFFA.
light, $7.75i?
wstinghonse Electric
3
butchers. t7.7Ki7.83:
more
proxy
way
Secretary.
of pies, l.rcol or lake 0
the
and thai trie nsseni 0
Western Vnlon
72
1
)
s
7.S2
ol
In
C. F. K. t
'on,..ired,
L
interest
lh:in
day?
If
complete jour plans for the
Wheeling and Lake Erie . .
4
)
Receipts. 'X Oini; market .,. come
repres
nted
st
such
New
Me.vlc
of
Territorv
stoekhoideis
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therefor $100 per mouth. H Is alleged that $400 is due on the rent
which remains unpaid.
Forestall arrived In .MbuiUtrquf
yesterday frcm Phoenix, Arte., accompanied by Deputy Sheriff Dick
Lewis, having been arrested in Arizona ten days ago, following an Indictment returned in Pernallllo cc un-t- y
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DR. C.H. CONNER
EXPLORED WILDS
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
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All Arn I and Cronlo Diseases Treated.

OF COLORADO III

Office: Stern Pudding, corner Fourth
street and Central avenue.
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during the trip and when we finally
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MAHARAM'S

Every family has need of a good,
reliable liniment. For sprains, bruises,
soreness of the muscles and rheumatic
pains there Is none better than Chamberlain's. Sold by all tisaluri.

Miss Lynn IVrguson.
Mies Lynn Ferguson, a student at
tho University ot New Mexico last
LOOK! UIOKI
year and well known to niany of the
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.It looks like
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122 South Second Street

119 W. Gold Ave.
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When you sve a cold get a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
will soon fix you up a'l right and will
ward off any tendency toward pneumonia. This remedy
contains no
plum or other narcotic and may be
corder.
elven at confidently to a baby as to
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Forest Mills Knit Underwear
for Women and Children
It you want underwear that ills comfortably, easily without
stretching, woven in the right propon ions and daintily finishes!
you will buy Forest Mills I'mlerwear, and having once tried
It you will htlok to It. We carry a complete rango of sizes in
variety of fabrics for women and children both iu the separate
garments and union suits.

Kc-sl-

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Corning, of
couple of wn t In tho clly with their
daughter, .Miss t'.ladys Corniitif, who
Is wintering In Alliuiiueniue,
It. 1!. Archer, traveling representative of the .Morning Journal, returned yesterday from a trip in the
southern part of the territory.
Mr. an Mrs. L. L. Leech of 111 8.
Walter street, have returned from a
two weeks' visit In Mexico City. Mr.
Leech is night chief operator lor the
Santa Fe here.
Jim Aiken vIn1ics to announce to
his many friends that he has received us a rhrlHtmas present
a
full
hliii ded hull terrier finiii his friend,
J. WaddliiKton Ellerton, of Paducah,

$22.50
Mail

.ar. Noao. Throat.

Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
ed
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BY ELKS offer:
We have just received a
Furs lit acts or singlo scarfs at one- value.
thousand pounds of fine TurLocal lodge Arrives Antlers to locile hull tlielr Hose)
Ijulles and
for
Cut
Rluck
Night.
During
Last
Lunch
2jC keys which will be served for
Children, 2 imlr for
"C
Willing members of the local lodge Good Hose, pair
Dinner at the
21"' New Year's
of F.lks last nl!bt led nine docile can- President 8uKenders
,
B
didates Into the sacred precincts of Boys' Knits
Home Restaurant. Dinner 35c,
the lodge rooms and provided each Knickerbocker Pants, alio I to 16;
with antlers. With the exception of
6e 10c extra for Children. Dinner
worth 11.25, for
SulU, worth 120.00,
driver Devine, W. C. Keim, H. P. Men's Tallor-Mad- o
I'mbage and F. L. Andrews of (iallup,
from 12 to 2 o'clock. Enough
for
the candidates showed few signs of Good Sulla, worth $15.00, for... $9.50
to
the
tear
Incidental
wear
said.
tile
and
ladies' Plain Tailored . Suits, the
ceremony. The other candidates were
possible
No. 205 West Gold, next
J. A. Ktolker, P. A. Hailey. Charles K. finest In town ot lowest
prices.
A.
Huhhell,
L.
J.
Canada,
James
Indies Skirls. Panama, olio. Seen- door to First National Bank.
ltoiiKh.
After the initiation a lunch
Ian. Serge and Cashmere; worth up to
was served.
HOME RESTAURANT.
$6.
$12.50, for
Silk I'ndersklrts for $2.6, while they
A l"ni,rh Questioned.
"Half a loaf is better than no last.
philos-usphe- r.
bread." said the ready-mad- e
IjkHc,' Men's and Cluidren's Shoes
The John Becker Co.
t greatly reduced prices and every
Mr. Slrlus
"Sometimes,' replied
Marker. "But net if it's half of one pair guaranteed.
Alfalfa and Native Hay
of the loaves my daughter learned
to make at rooking school." WashINITIATED

Col. W. 11. UriKir of Helen
laiKlness visitor In the city.

SUITS

Interesting News From
Several Sections

516 West Central Ave.

Spot Shipments
Belén, N. M.

I

Consolidated Keg Beer Co
Phone 138,

Wm.

J. LEMP'S St. Louis Draught Beer
Outside Orders Solicited.

Specialty,

LUMBERS FOR FINISH AND CABINET
WORK CLEAR AND SEASONED

HAKDWOOD

'

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.
I

-

$

Women's Hosiery
Fire pair of good black stockings for $1.00. Tho sale begins Tuesday and lasts all week. This Is our 25c stocking. A
s.
full range of sizes in regular and
out-size-

Tailored Waists
For this week we will have on display many new stylet
In tailored waists. This includes from the plain nainsook to
the hand embroidered linen waists, priced from $1.35 to $4.00

each.

Sweater Coats

at $5.00
We dlreet attention to several attractive models In Sweater
Coats at Five Dollars each. They are made of all wool Zephyr
Yarn In plain or fancy weaves. Several collars In a vartet)
of colors, values up to $7.00.

Blankets and
Comforts
v
With practically all the winter before us we wish
to call your attention lo our blankets and comforts. You
comIn
will find our Mock worthy of inspection. One number
forts nimle cviuv for us Is SlxHO Inches filled with selected
collón. Mo lt quilted covered with good quality of silkolinc
priced at 8:t..V. others priced from $1.IK up.
In pliild blankets we carry the lar&t.t line In the city. We
bave jul received a déla ved shipment of lilaek and hite ami
Red or liliu k. all wool blankets that are guaranteed as sue!
at S8.:, and the Red and
The Rlack and and White are Priced
Muck at .YOi the pair only 10 pair-- of the 11-- 4 Black am
your ortler on these
I'Ikmic
had.
he
more
to
no
White left and
or to.
for they will only Inst a dayyou
carry
we
a guaranteed
ihat
We would also remind
while blanket in pink or blue border at $5.50 the pair.
espe-elnll-

